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JAYCEES GIVEN STATE RECOGNITION

$1,500 Fire Loss
Korea Casualty
Rockport Marine Charles A.
Gleason Street Apartment In
Cavanaugh Was Wounded
Thomaston Gutted By
May 10 Near Panmunjon "Project Of Year" Award To Rockland
Flames Last Evening
Sgt Charles A Cavanaugh, Jr,
UBMC of Rockport has been
wounded in Korea His last known
duty station was within a few
miles of Panmunjon where truce
conferences have strung out for
several months
The family received notification
from the Navy Department that he
was wounded May 10 The letter
also advised that he would be able
to rejoin his unit within a reason
able time
Cavanaugh entered the Marine
Corps ln the Spring of 1944. leav
ing his Junior year at Rockport
High School to do so He fought
with the Marines 111 Pacific cam
paigns and was discharged at the
end of the war.
8ome 18 months of civilian life
followed discharge and then he reenlisted and has been with the Ma
rines ever since.
The last letter received from him
was about April 20 and was direc
ted to one of his sisters.

Group For Construction Of Fishermen's
Memorial Pier; Calderwood Key Man

r
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The Golden Apple

PAYNE AT LUBEC

Gov. Payne will deliver a Me
morial Day address at Lubec May
30 Payne recently announced the
plans for tfhe development of Wash
ington County by the Agnew Foun
dation of Boston. Payne said that
this program will mean the econo
mic salvation of the northeastern
section of Maine.

Donald Calderwood

Rocklahd Jaycees were accorded
two honors at the annual conven
tion of tlie State group at Houlton
over tlie week-end.
First was the "Project of the
Year" award which is given to the
club deemed to have accomplished
the most for Its community the
i
past
12 months. The award went to
Lobsters - Clams
the Rockland club for the coni struction of the Maine FisherWHOLESALE and RETAIL
! men's Memorial Pier last Summer,
FREE SEACOAST
at the Public Landing.
Leading member m the project
PICNIC GROUNDS
was John Hartson who sparked
Open Every Night until 8 P. M.
the obtaining of materi ils and the
actual construction. He worked
Sim's
several weeks enlisting the aid of
truckmen. construction experts,
Lobster Pound
granite specialists and workers in
SPRl CE IIKD. MAINE
64-118 1 general to complete the work in
• time of the Festival ,n August

CHICKEN

PIE SUPPER

TONIGHT. MAY 27—5 to 7 P. M.

St. Peter's Undercroft
TICKETS SI.25

Working witih him were William
and David Bicknell.
This year, there are prospects
of the Memorial being oompleted
with land'caping an immediate
prospect One service club is now
considering the surfacing of the
100 foot by 25-foot stage Urea while
still another may undertake a pro
ject which will sec the pier wired
for shows.
Second honor to come to the lo
cal Jaycees was the naming of
Donald Calderwood as one of the
key men of Jaycee work on a State
level in Maine tne past roar. He
served last year as one of the
State vice presidents and is presi
dent-elect of the Rockland Cham
ber.

( HAS. McINTOSH IN (IIARGE

Six Members Of the Maine
Masque Theatre Receive
It—New Members
Six members of the University
of Maine Masque Theatre were pre
sented Golden Apple awards “for
distinguished service in Masque
productions this year” at the
group’s annual banquet Thursday
night.
The Golden Apple award is the
highest honor the Ma-qtie can be
stow upon one who has participat
ed in its program The awards were
established on the "apple tradi
tion" qf the Barrymore family
.Each member of the Barrymore
family sends a big red apple to one
of their members on his or her
opening in a play.
Last year
Lionel Barrymore wired his con
gratulations on the Masque's es
tablishing this tradition.
New members initiated into the
Masque included Irene Brooks of
Thomaston.
Word has been received of the
death of Nathaniel B True in
Portland on May 23. Mr. True, who
was in his 97th year, will be re
membered as the father of the
late Fred S. True of Rockland.

THIRD ANNUAL

An early evening fire ln a house
at 30 Gleason street ln Thomaston
caused damage estimated by Fire
Chief Edwin Anderson at about”
61.500 Monday
No one was in the house when
the fire broke out in the second
floor apartment into which the
family of Leonard Stetson had
started to move It is believed by
Chief Anderson that sparks from a
torch, which was being used by
workmen in laying pipes under the
floor of the second story caused
the blaze. The workmen had left
for supper and the fire broke out
in their absence.
An oil soaked kitchen floor gave
impetus to the flames and led to a
rumor that the stove had exploded.
Anderson said this was not so. and
that a previous leak in the fuel oil
line was apparently responsible for
the large amount of oil on the floor.
Extensive damage was done to the
second floor rooms and water damage to the first floor was consid
erable The house ls owned by Karl
Stetson.

Pair Paroled
Spain and Penney Released
From Prison Monday; On
Parole Until ’54
Randolph Spain and Donald Pen
ney, former Rockland policemen,
were released on parole from Maine
State Prison Monday afternoon.
They had served approximately a
year and a half of an original five
to 10 year sentence given them by
Superior Court Justice Albert Belliveau at the November term of the
Knox Superior Court in 1950.
The Governor's Council cut the
sentence in half last February,
making it two and one half to five
years W’ith good behavior time off,
this made them eligible for parole
yesterday. They will be on parole
until Sept. 16, 1954
Their case attracted wide atten
tion at the time and made the front
page of papers across the country.
They had looted several stores of
clothing and household equipment
over a period of months while on
night duty with the prowl car and
were apprehended in late October
of 1950 after a long and arduous
investigation by Police Chief Ber
nard Thompson with the aid of
the Knox County Sheriff's depart
ment.
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The Black Cat
By the Roving Reporter

The life of cast Iron pipe is sev
eral centuries but there is a beau-oo—tlful young girl stenographer
named Ann in the McWane home
office whose age seems only about
16 years. We have tried to find
out Ann's exact age, but in the ra
diant presence of this young wom
an. the mmd of a poor traveledstained old Pipe Peddler goes
blank. We therefore are appealing
to Pipe Pointer readers for help,
and the best we can do is offer this
clue We asked Ann's friend Mary
for help and Mary said: "I am 24
years old, and I am twice as old as
Ann was when I was as old as Ann
is now ” Can you tell us how old
is Ann!—Mac’s Cracks.

The following items, clipped from
an old newspaper, is just as good
today:
"A Cop's Life—If he’s neat, he's
conceited If he's careless, he's a
bum If he's pleasant, he’s a flirt.
If he's brief, he's a grouch. If he
Photo by cullen hurries, he overlooks things. If he
New officers of the Union Lions ( lub were installed Mondav evening at Pioneer Grange Hall in East takes his time, he’s lazy. Il you get
( nion b' District Governor Earl Conant of Oakland. Left to right are Alfred Niskala. first vice president;
pinched, he had it in for you. If
Wilbur Wol.ott. third vice president and Ernest Cunningham, treasurer.
In the hack row are: Robert
he passes you up. he's easy. If he's
Ileald. president; Harry Stewart, secretary; Mr. Conant and Winfred Kenoyer, second vice president.
energetic, he's trying to make a
record. If he's deliberate, he's too
slow to catch cold. If you strike
him, he's a coward. If he strikes
back, he's a bully. If he out
Conservative Baptist Asso you
wits you. he's a sneak. If you see
ciation Meets In Rock
him first, he's a bonehead. If he
land Tomorrow
makes a good catch, he's lucky If
he misses it, he’s a chump. If he
The first annual convention of get promoted, he had a pull. If he
the Conservative Baptist Associa doesn't—Aw! What’s the use.” .
tion of Maine will open at the First
Baptist Church. Rockland, Wed
There's an old saying that "all
nesday with a devotional service of the (so and so) are not dead
Tlie
nominating
committe the following veterans were elected led by Rev. Douglas Auld, pastor
yet." I was reminded of it when I
of Wlnslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, to attend the State convention at I of The Calvary Baptist Church of
read the following despatch from
American Legion has submitted the Old Orchard next month. Dele Brewer.
Monte Carlo in yesterday’s papers.
following slate of candidates for gates are: Ernest Gamage, Ervin
Rev C. Eric Frykenberg, D D.,
Two men set out today to cross
post officers the coming year. Curtis, Howard Kenniston. Frank
a missionary to India for many the Atlantic ocean ln a tiny rubber
Elections will be held the evening McDonnell and Alien Gordon.
| years, will bring the missionary life raft which carries not an ounce
of June 5.
Alternates are Joseph McGinley,
messages at both the morning and of food. Their purpose is to prove
The nominations included the Austin Brewer, Leroy Kalloch. Earl
afternoon meetings. Dr. Fryken that shipwreck victims or downed
name of Lawrence Mayo for the Alden, Milton Benner and Harold
berg has thrilled the hearts of airmen can live on the food and
post of commander. He is present Wiggin. The incoming commander
j thousands with his masterly pre water of the sea.
ly the first vice commander.
will also serve as a delegate.
sentation of the great missionary
The raft. 16 feet long and seven
Harold Kaler was named as
program. Other devotional leaders feet wide and named “L'Heretique”
candidate for first vice commander
and Bible teachers will include 'The Heretic,) was towed out into
and Harold Simmons as second vice
Rev Burton Murdock of Parkman, the Mediterranean and cast adrift
commander.
Past Commander Ervin Curtis Learned What the Junior Rev. Carter Johnson of South Port 10 miles from shore. Equipment
Dr George A. Cole of Port aboard includes a sail, two pairs of
was named as adjutant and Ar
Ambassadors’ Meetings land,
land, and Rev. Philip Hughey of oars, a radio transmitter, two
thur Connolly as finance office. Sid
Are Like
Presque Isle.
eameras. 3.000 yards of film and a
ney Segal was again named post
Rev. J-. Charles MacDonald of harpoon. The two men expect to
historian, a position which he has
The Junior
Ambassadors for
held several years.
Christ of the First Baptist Church the local church and president of live on fish and whatever sea plant
the Association will bring the pres life they can collect. For water,
Theodore Perry was offered as a
had their closing program of the ident’s annual message to the Con
they will use a mixture of the li
candidate for the post of chap
quid squeezed from harpooned fish
lain and Frank McDonnell of Rock season Friday afternoon in the vention.
vestry with their mothers as guests.
Questions of great concern for and sea water.”
port as service officer.
—o—
Wilson Ames was selected as ser- The program was planned to give the interests of the Association in
Rumor has it that a Rockland
geant-at-arms and Joseph Robin the mothers a sample of a typical its program of expansion will be
meeting and of what the boys and discussed during the sessions. These barber has engaged in bond sales
son as auditor.
session will be at 10 a. m., 1.30 and manship as a side line. With fresh
At the meeting of last Thursday. girls had been learning.
Refreshments were served after 7 p. m. and are open to the public. lobster meat as a fee.
wards with Mrs. Harriet Emery,
One year ago: Deaths: Schen
Mrs. Virginia Stoddard and Mrs. Chorus; Missionary Stories with
ectady, N Y., Mrs. Richard H.
Marjorie Bickmore as hostesses.
Frederick Stoddard at the map;
Rice, formerly of Rockland, 92;
The program under the direction and a Chinese Chorus.
Boston, Libby F. HUpper of St.
of Miss Charlotte Cook was as fol
George,
53; Bangor, Myra E. Lou
The
way
of
the
transgressor
may
lows: Singing. Scripture and Pray
raine 70.
er led by Kimball Merriam, the be hard—but never lonesome.
president of the society; Story of
Paul by Bonnie Rackliff: Chorus,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
FLORENCE
"On the Cross for Me"; Story of
If I had my life to live again, 1
tion and the Public Landing will Timothy by Gertrude Henderson; would have made a rule to read
COMBINATION
actually be a training school for Chorus, "My Bible and I;” Books some poetry and listen to some
music
at
least
once
a
week.
The
firefighters.
Manufacturers
will of the Bible by the group; Chorus,
Dual-Oven
loss of these tastes ls a loss of hap
have an opportunity to display “The B-I-B-L-E;” Memory verses piness.—Charles Darwin.
their latest equipment. Demonstra led by Mary Etta Teel, Stephen
RANGE
IN FLANDERS’ FIELDS
tions of new methods will be given Blackman, Mary Ellen Johnson and
and firefighting in general dis Kathryn Argyle, Song. "The Word In Flanders' Fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row.
less Book," led by Eugene Ripley;
cussed.
That mark our place; and in the
Russell now plans to have Fire Bible quiz teams. Billy Emery and
sky
The Larks still bravely singing,
Chief Paul Heinz of the New Ha Donald Hooper, Cynthia Colomy
fly
ven, Conn., Fire Department as and Mary Etta Teel; Missionary
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
commentator for the demonstra
We are the Dead. Short days ago
tions to be held during the two day
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset
GAME PARTY
session Heinz is a nationally known
glow.
THURSDAY,
MAY
29
figure in fire fighting circles and
Loved and were loved, and now
we Ue
7.30 P. M.
conducts sessions, similar to what
In Flanders’ Fields.
Russell plans, for firemen in South
Thomaston Catholic
Take up our quarrel with the foe;
ern New England. He is also a fea
Church Hall
To you from failing hands we
tured speaker at affairs held in
throw
other sections of the nation.
The torch; be yours to hold it
A feature of the field day will be POI ITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
high.
If ye break faith with us who dde
a special setup of fire detecting
IT COOKS!
We shall not sleep, though poppies
systems for farms, and poultry
IT BAKES!
grow
plants in particular. Russell and
In Flanders' Fields.
IT HEATS YOUR
Extension Service officials at Orono
—John McCrae.
KITCHEN, TOO!
are working closely on this feature.
Yes, you can cook or bake and

LEGION STAFF CANDIDATES NAMED «** Rrst Annual

Rockland Post Is To Vote On June 5; Vice
Commander Lawrence Mayo Due To
Move Up To Commandership

For The Mothers

FIREMEN'S FIELD DAY PLANNED

Rockland Department Is To Be Host To
Maine Firefighters In September

06

PRESENTED By THE SENIOR CLASS

Fire Chief Van E Russell said
this morning that he is planning a
statewide firemen’s field day in
Rockland on Sept. 5 and 6. Officers
and members of the city and town
departments, plus state officials
and visitors from other New Eng
land communities will be invited
The affair, which will be cen
tered about the Central Fire Sta-

of
ROCKLAND

HIGH SCHOOL

8 Hilarious End-Men
A Lively Chorus of 35
SONGS, DANCES,

Register For
The Primaries

JUNE 16th
REGISTRATION DAYS
JUNE 5, 6, 7 and
9, 10, 11
ROCKLAND

Voters Action Committee

JOKES, SPECIALTIES

RE-OPENING

And As An

SOMETHING NEW!

TUESDAY, MAY 27

Added Attraction

ACCORDION MINSTREL SHOW

The Cheechako

THE COAKLEY BOYS

AND DANCE

A

Music by

LEWIS POINT

Featuring

He will

at the same time keep your
kitchen warmer in Winter (or
cooler in Summer) with the
Florence
Combination
DualOven Range.
.At slight extra
cost you get a Florence Water
Coil that gives you a constant
supply of hot water. Come in
ond see this great value.

DAMARISCOTTA

STONINGTON

Open Daily Except Monday

FURNITURE CO.

11.30 to 8 P. M.

Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
325 Main St. Tel. 980, Rorkland

Burby's Dixieland

15 Accordionists, Comedians,

Band

Banjoists, Singers

at the

8 O’CLOCK—IN THE

At the

NATIONAL LEVEL

R. H. S. Auditorium

AMERICAN LEGION HOME

VOTE FOR

OAK WOOD INN

TONJGHT

THURSDAY, MAY 29
SHOW AT 8 P. M.
DANCING 10 to 12 BY ACCORDION FIVE

FREDERICK G.

MEMORIAL DAY

PAYN E

SERVING DAILY 11.30 A. M. - 9.00 P. M.

DOOR DONATION 50c

SENATOR

TUESDAY, MAY 27
ADULTS 60c
CHILDREN 30c
Tax Included

PROMOTE MAINE

FOR

U.S.

63-64

OPEN FOR THE SEASON

We Still Claim the BEST In Food
SAME MANAGEMENT

TEL. 256-W3
64-66

Fu* Twe

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Girl Wrestlers

Editor. FRANK A WINSLOW

JIMMIE.HANSON AT OAKLAND

[EDITORIAL]

But Absentees

MAY IT BE HEEDED

Evely n Johnson

Those
sensational
television
Girl Wrestlers will appear in an
exciting match Saturday night at
Watts Hall, Thomaston
Beautiful
auburn-haired Mlss
Mary Dawson of Texas will meet
blonde Evelyn Johnson of Hart
ford. in this hair-raising event of
action Both girls weigh about 150
pounds and stand a statuesque 5-8
each It’sll be a battle of Blonde
vs. Redhead" and will provide fans
in this section the same action a
seen across the United States
Charming Miss Dawson, wellIcnown Summer stock actress, has
appeared with such famous movie
and stage names as Basil Rathbone. Athur Treacher and Ruth
Chatterton. Miss Johnson is a for
mer roller-derby star and is one
of the fastest girl wrestlers in the
country.
A four-man battle royal, the most
action providing event in wTestling.
is another big feature on the com
ing show and this will bring to
gether four 2(X>-pounders.
Sensational Gorgeotis Gus of
Hollywood will be here in per on
to wrestle clever Dick Marquis of
Toronto. Canada in what has all
the earmarks of being a sizzler
Gorgeous Gus is the biggest draw
ing card in America and this will
mark his debut in this section.
Dick Marquis, the speedy Canadian
with the drop-kick might put the
rough Gus right out of oommismission.
Handsome
television
famous
Rocky Baron of Chicago will meet
rugged Cowboy Jack Washburn of
Texas in a special match. Rocky.
Baron, idol of the lady mat fans,
is one of the strongest 205 pounders
in the game. However, Washburn's
225 pounds may be a bit hard to
suppress.
Boston Blackie. famous television
and radio personality will referee
the entire show and Walter Mitchell
will do the announcing. The pro
gram has received full sanction of
the N. E. Wrestling Association
and an official sized all-steel ring
will be brought in for this extrava
ganza.
The Watts Hall box office will
open at 12 noon on the dav of the
show for early ticket sale. Tickets
will be sold all afternoon, right up
to show time.

Lobster Of Course
Green Crustaceans Will Fea
ture the Repast In Wash
ington
Maine lobster will reign in the
nation's capital Wednesday night
when the Maine State Society and
the Maine Development Commis
sion play host to 125 representa
tives of other State organizations
there.
Delegates and alternates to the
Conference of State Societies have
been invited to enjoy apple juice
from Buckfield, potato chips from
South Portland; corn-on-the-cob
from Brunswick; blueberries (pie)

With a long Memorial Day week-end coming up. the
Division of Traffic and Safety Maine State Police, urges all
motorists and pedestrians to recognize the unusual danger on
the highways
Traffic will be heavy," warns the Division
"We must all exercise the greatest caution, if we are to
avoid the consequences of highway accidents. As we honor
those who have departed, let us not forget our duty toward
the living It is our moral obl.gation to so conduct ourselves
on the highway that we do not place our own lives or the
lives of others in danger.”
Good advice if lived up to. and we wish we could look
forward to this holiday period without the shrinking feeling
that it always provides

AIRPLANE LOSSES IN KOREA
The custom of the United Nations in giving a day by day
report of the Communist losses, and a week-end summary of
those sustained by the Allies has puzzled us not a little.
Why not give us the comparative tally and let us know the
worst—at once. We now learn that Allied plane lasses in
the Korean War total more than 1400 planes while the enemy
losses are recorded as about 400 "destroyed or probably
destroyed " The exact total of United Nations losses to
enemy planes, ground fire and in accidents, cannot be stated
because the air force declines to disclose the number of air
craft lost operationally (accidents at take-off, landing, on
missions or in other flights in the war zone.
ABILENE S PLIGHT

Abilene. Kansas, all hepped up over the forthcoming
visit of its distinguished native son. Gen. Dwight D Eisen
hower, finds a real problem on its hands—how to entertain
maybe 100.000 visitors on that day. Although the General
does not arrive until June 4 many of the visitors are already
on hand to greet him. and Abilene is hard put to provide
enough biscuits and beds.
RAILROAD PEACE

The public may feel relief over the railroad settlement
but can hardly be disposed to cheer. The agreement should
have been reached many months ago: and it would have
been if the procedures of the railway labor act had oper
ated as intended. Why is it that no major railroad dispute
since 194.1 has ben settled without invoking the authority
of the Chief Executive At that time President Roosevelt in
tervened personally to achieve an outcome benefiting the
union; and since then to got knocking at the front door of
the White House has seemed the easy way out It is Just
possible that this long and unsatisfactory period of token
government control may convince the unions that genuine
collective bargaining and voluntary arbitration, aided by the
mediation services of the government, offer the best chance
for attaining a fair and timely settlement.
Actually, the present settlement is very close to the con
tract offered to the unions in December. 1950. The deadlock
appears to have been broken largely through the concessions
made by the companies (at White House urging) on working
rules, particularly that dealing with inter-divisional opera
tions. The companies wanted the right to send train crews
beyond their ''home'’ divisional points into other divsions of
the railroad. The unions objected on the ground that this
might take train crews so far from home that it would be
necessary for them to move to other cities. The wage scale
settlement and the provisions for shortening the work week
from 48 to 49 hours are fair, and working conditions under
the new operating rules are acceptable to all
The railroads have been turned back to the companies
again after the prolonged period of government control. The
public can look forward to an interlude of railroad peace.
But it would be better for everybody if the industry would
handle Its next dispute without recourse to the White
House.—Herald Tribune.

from Cherryfield;
pickles from
South Paris—and, of course, lob
sters and clams with the famous
Maine sea tang.
Like the annual Maine Society
dinner for its own membership, the

special feast will feature the pop
ular lobster bibs, pins and recipe
booklets. The affair will be held
at the Department of Interior caf
eteria.
Roy C. Haines of Ellsworth,

Defeat Vinal

Helped

haven—Rain Again the Jinx

FROM FOREST TO SHIP

Under tht caption "Prom Tree To Tug—The Story of a
Boat ' the Christian Science Monitor publishes a graphic
picture of a tugboat under construction in Gloucester, with
the accompanying activities. Beneath the picture is this
statement:
"These oaken ribs being shaped into the framework of
a tugboat were sawed from local timber as builder Melanson
reverts to the centuries-old procedure of going into the' forest,
selecting a stout tree, and felling it for the building of a ship.
He and his men cut the oak for this 50-foot tug. trucked it to
his yard at the State Pish Pier and cut it up at a sawmill
beside the shipways This 'from forest to ship' procedure
was common in the old days of New England shipbuilding,
when shipwrights felled their timber in the Winter: turned
it into brigs, barks, and schooners in Spring and Summer.
The thick keel and heavy bow timbers of this tug were fash
ioned from a 3'.-foot Ipswich oak.

HOPKINS DID SWELL JOB

Jimmy Hanson

Jimmie Hanson, his trumpet and
his orchestra will begin a series of
Saturday night dances at Oakland
Park Ballroom (Route 1. Rock
port) on May 31.
This fine musical organization of
13 performers, has just finished the
most successful season on record
at the Stevens Avenue Armory in
Portland.
Hanson, formerly with Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians, Arthur God
frey. Kate Smith. CBS staff or

chestra, etc., hails from Portland,
attended the State University and
is now returned after residing in
New York City the past decade
The orchestra scores are built
around his solo trumpet.
Also featured is the Hanson
quartet. 'Three Guys and a Gal"
with charming Janice Rowe sing
ing the leads. Howard Dearborn
of Camden is happy to bring this
organization to his fine ballroom at
Oakland.

LITTLE LEAGUE SCHEDULE
Season Opens In Camden June 2; Closes
At Thomaston July 25
The
Knox
Suburban Little
League has released the season's
schedule. Each of the four teams
wall play 15 games each with the
opener due at Camden June 2 when
Rockport will be the visitors play
ing the Lions' team. The other
two teams. Thomaston and the
Camden Knoxers, swing into ac
tion on June 4 at Thomaston. The
eight week season ends on July 25.
Starting time of the games has
yet to be determined. The sched
ule:
June 2 Rockport at Camden Lions
June 4 Camden Knoxers at Thom
aston
June 9 Thomaston at Rockport
June 10 Camden Knoxers at Cam
den Lions
June 12 Rockport
at
Camden
Knoxers
June 13 Camden Lions at Thom
aston
June 16 Camden Lions at Rock
port
June 17 Thomaston at Camden
Knoxers
June 18 Rockport at Thomaston
June 20 Camden Knoxers at Cam
den Lions

June 23 Camden Knoxers at Rock
port
June 34 Thomaston at Camden
Lions
June 25 Rockport at Camden Lions
June 27 Camden Knoxers at Thom
aston
June 30 Thomaston at Rockport
July 1 Camden Lions at Camden
Knoxers
July 3 Rockport at Camden Knox
ers
July 4 Thomaston
at
Camden
Lions
July 7 Camden Lions at Rockport
July 8 Thomaston
at Camden
Knoxers
July 10 Rockport at Thomaston
July 11 Camden Knoxers at Cam
den Lions
July 14 Camden Knoxers at Rock
port
July 16 Camden Lions at Thomas
ton
July 17 Rockport at Camden Lions
July 18 Camden Knoxers at Thom
aston
July 22 Thomaston at Rockport
July 23 Camden Lions at Camden
Knoxers
July 24 Rockport at Camden Knox
ers
July 25 Camden Lions at Thomas
Maine's delegate to the Conference
ton
of State Societies and Don Larra
bee of Gorham, president of the
Maine Society are in charge of ar
rangements, in co-operation with
Everett Greaton, executive director
of the Development Commission.
Members of the Maine Congres
sional delegation have been invited.
The Conference of State Societies,
SOCIAL ITEMS
which was recently chartered by
APPRECIATED
Congress, is the co-ordinating body
'Vrite or Telephone
for joint state activities here, no
1044 or 770
tably the Cherry Blossom Festival
and celebrations welcoming Amer
The Courier-Gazette
ican heroes and foreign dignitar
63-aw
ies to Washington.

(By Bor Mayoi
things pretty much their own wav
The
Knox - Lincoln
baseball after errors and timely hits sent
league picture changed somewhat Thomaston off to a poor start.
over the week-end. Vinalhaven was Jack Goodrich hurled five-hit ball
elimdnated as a pennant factor in in his first start on the hill and
the Kr.ox division when the Rock showed a lot of smoke Thomaston
land Tigers cooled their pennant flinally scored a run in the sev
fever via an 11-2 win; Camden by enth to break a string of 26 con
defeating Thomaston 14-1 non*' can secutive scoreless innings extend
tie for the flag by whipping the ing through three games They had
Tigers in a game to have been I threatened in the fifth and had
played at Camden Monday but two on with none out when Good
which was rained out for the third rich picked off the runner on third
and a few moments later nipped
straight time.
In the Lincoln division the pro another diving back to first.
Catching two runners off in one
test entered by Lincoln Academy
on the Thursday 13-11 Boothbay inning strikes me as something of
Harbor victory was upheld and a rare occurance. When and if
these two rhust play again (the Camden and Rockland ever meet
game was scheduled Monday but it will probably toe Christy Alex
rained out ) the play-off between against Teddy Davis.
the winners in the two divisions
Knox Division Standings
which was originally scheduled for
4
1
today thus must be put ahead and Rockland
2
things generally are in a disor Camden ................................... 3
Vinalhaven ........
3
3
derly state.
•• • *
Thomaston ............................ 0
6
• * • •
The girls have things under bet

ter control, as Rockland and Lin
coln Academy have won the flags
in their respective divisions and
are scheduled to play off today in
Waldoboro. Rockland went through
its season undefeated, generally
winning by scores like 25-2. etc .
and seern to have done an excellent
Job, though you can’t prove lt by
me. since I swore off girls' softball
long ago.
• » • »
The Rockland-Vinalhaven game
was scheduled for Vinalhaven but
Thursday it was thought that the
grounds there would be too wet so
the game was arranged for Rock
land. This enraged some Vinalha
ven parents and they kept out some
of the players, including two of the
best with the result that the team
was scarcely up to top shape for
the game Paul Hopkins toiled nob
ly. fanning 14 of the Rockland, but
a bad first inning which saw five
runs score even though Paul fanned
four got the Islanders off to a poor
6tart and they never recovered. Er
rors and dropped third strikers
contributed to the scoring in this
inning. Christy Alex also had a bad
initial frame, walking five to force
in what proved to be the visitor's
only runs. However he settled down
thereafter and was never in trouble
again. The loss dropped Vinalha
ven to a 3-3 record for the season
and marked the sixth straight com
plete game pitched by Paul Hopkins
possibly a Knox County record.

league Notes

this new 1952

SERVEL

PROOF OF SUPFRWRITY
for your wkafft family in

your own home

LITTLE MR. 3 TO 6 SIZES

TO YOUR OWN

an KITCHEN!

AUTOMATIC

Just give us a ring on the phone—or
come in! Tell us you want a new SER
VEL in your own kitchen. We’ll deliver
it, you hand us one small dollar, and
that’s all. From that moment, the new
SERVEL will prove its superiority to
you. Now your whole family can dis. cover for themselves why the revolu
tionary SERVEL meets thc needs of
your particular household. It’s the
no-moving-parts refrigerator with the
PERMACOLD freezing system that
has nothing to wear, stays permanently
silent. Let us deliver a new SERVEL
to your home today.

DEFROSTING!

For Small Fry!

SPORT COATS
Corduroy
Illustrated Stai*1 Command* r V-A Starhn* r
White suU-wall tiren awl ( Uroiue Wheel diS< »

il a' extra -oet

Pace setting Studebaker V-8
sets the pace in style and value
A Commander V-8 beat all competing eights
in actual gas mileage in 1952 Mobilgas Economy Run!

Newest of the new in "swept-back” modern styling!

Sensational 12O-h.p. zip and pep! Needs no premium fuel!
♦OVERDRIVE, OPTIONAL AT EXTRA COST, WAS USED.

Pace-setting Studebaker V'8paces the 500mile race

Smart Tailoring Combined
with Perfect Comfort and
and Good Looks

k

DEW-ACTION

MATCHED SETS

FRESHENERS!

$3.50 set

ODDS-AND-ENDS

Consists of Matching Basque
Shirt. Play Shorts and Socks
BASKET!

PLAID DENIMS

Longies

ft "

mile race—an honor accorded Studebaker because
of its outstanding contributions to motoring progress.

ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
Maim

STREET,

BOCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 920

Blue & White, Red A White
Sizes 7-12

$2.85

SILENT

V

at a Light Bulb I And Formonontty SM<
Constant. tool Gives yow tfce world's s

Come in- Today!

ALL ALTERATIONS DONE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

'OFFFMS
MENS

2<5

Twice at Long as Any Other!

o PgrcolalOf I No Moving Fortt In SorvoT*
Freezing System moons nothing to woof—

SNEAKERS
3’c

10-YEAR WARRANTY!

SIMPLE “

V

Assorted Patterns

SOCKS

it backed by a

'

DECORATION!

95c
Shorts
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.65 up

SERVEL'S FREEZING SYSTEM

CHOICE OF INTERIOR COLOR

1.25-2.25

jet-streamed Studebaker Commander V-8 convert

ible will be the Pace Car in this year's great 500-

SHELVES!

$8.95

AT INDIANAPOLIS, MAY 30

577ZO4A/S.

ADJUSTABLE

Durable Plaid Denims in Ga.v
Colors.
Easy to Wash.

LOUDVILLE

The sewing circle met this week
with Mrs Blanche Poland. State
exams for entrance to High School
were given here Friday. Only one
pupil, Donna Mae Elwell comple:ed the 8th grade work this year
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior visited
relatives at East Union and Port
Clyde last week-end. Their son
John, was the guest of the Robert
Winchenbachs at Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs Joseph G.fford and
baby daughter Cheryl, caine here
last Saturday and are living at the
Summer home of Mr and Mrs Er
nest Gifford Mr. Gifford has had
employment at Readville. Mass,
during the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs Heber G. Poland.
Mrs. Ruth Mains and Mrs. Lettie
Prior were guests of the Sheldon
The Rockland Rockets announce Mains at East Sumner the week
that there will be a practice session end of May 17.
at -Community
Park Thursday
Surprise Party
A surprise birthday party was
night at 6. The Rockets open the
Twilight league season Memorial ' held at the church last Thursday
evening for Mrs. Nellie Poland.
Day in Camden.
• • » *
Twenty-four
friends
gathered
Clippers Take Another
there. Games were played and re
The Clippers .took the measure freshments served. The birthday
of the Rockets at Thomaston again cake was made by Nellie's aunt,
Sunday by 8-4. Dana Sawyer, who Mrs. Rita Collamore of Round
played second base in the absence Pond. Nellie received many useful
of Russ Kelley, featured with two and pretty things.
line drive homers his first two
Self-made men often reflect de
times up. Thc first came with two
At Camden the home team had aboard and sent the champion.5 ficiencies of unskilled labor

J

Big League Stuff

Little

On Tuesday at 6 p. m. all Rock
land Little League players are asked
to be at Community Park to meet
with their coaches and managers
who wall decide on the final make
up of the four squads.
Camden's field is shaping up and
looks very good indeed. The infield
is gTass and it is planned to have
a portable outfield fence that can
be taken down after games as it
would interfere with the big ball
field if left up.
Thomaston's Little Clippers hit
the road again Wednesday for
Waldoboro where they will do bat
tle with Ronnie Ralph's Panthers.
The field there is not completed
and the game will be on the High
School field.
There will be a meeting of offi
cials and committees of the Su
burban league at 8 p. m. Tuesday
at Rockport High School.
•• * *

ahead to stay A small crowd con
tributed »5O to Freddy LaCrosse ior
whose benefit the game was played.
Freddy called last night to ask me
to express his deep appreciation to
the players, fans, and umpires who
so generously donated time, money,
and effort in his behalf.
A pair of lefties, Fred Strout and
Harold Sawyer opened on the hill
and went four innings with Sawyer
having definitely the better of the
argument. Johnny Dana and Billy
Holden then took over the rest of
the way and each did some neat
curve balling, but neither cut loose
with many fast balls due to the
chilliness of the day and previous
lack of throwing. Enos Verge led
In hit production with four, includ
ing two doubles Scores:
Rockland. 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0—4-6-3
Thomaston.
4 1110 10 0 x—8-9-4
Strout. Holden (5) and Hall. H
Sawyer. Dana <5> and Pierpont.
• • • •
Over in Warren the Tigers
avenged a previous toss to Waldo
boro in a 4-0 shutout Three War
ren hurlers held the visitors to one
hit. a single by Roger Bryant. War
ren got six hits, two of which were
doubles by Jenkins and Bosser
Store:
Waldoboro. 00000000 0—0-1-6
Warren.
0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 x—4-6-0
Halligan. Jenkins (4). Bosser (7),
and Hanna
Wink. lives (5). and Hart. Free
man (7).

BOYS

and

CICTHING

FURNISHINGS -HOES AND UNIFORMS
389
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ROCKIAND

ME

L C. McLoon & Co.
TELEPHONE 51

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 27, 1952

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events

CLOSED ON HOLIDAY

May 27—Knox County, W.C.T.U
convention at Methodist Church.
Mrs D. Leigh Colbin. gued
speaker.
May 28—B P W Banquet and First
Birthday Party at Hotel Thorn
dike at 7 p. m.
May 29—Emblem Club Rehearsal. 8
p. m.. Elks Home.
May 29—Musical Minstrels at Le
gion Homp.
June 3—Rebekahs meet at IO.OF.
Hall.
June 3—Guest Officers’ Night. Har
bor Light Chapter, O. E. S.,
Rockport
June 3—Guest Officers' Night,
Miriam Rebekah Lodge Rockland.
June 3—At Warren, concert in the
Second Congregational Church
June 4 — Guest Officers’ Night.
Fond-du-lac
Chapter. OE.s,
Washington.
June 4—Canton Lafayette AuxiliaryNo 8, meets at IOOF. Hall.
June 5—Emblem Club degree work.
Elks Home
June 5—Theta Rho Girls' Cluib
meets 7 p. m„ I.O.O.F. Hall.
June 6. 7, 8—Maine Diocesan of
Catholic Women at Poland Spring.
June 8 — Baccalaureate Services.
Rockland High School at Com
munity Building.
June 12 — Rockland High School
Graduation Exercises at Com
munity Building.
June 13 — Rockport High School
Alumni Dinner at Masonic Hall.
June 13—Thomaston High School
Graduation Ball, Watts Hall.
June 13—Guest Officers’ Night,
Golden Rod Chapter ,O.E.S,
Rockland.
June 13-15—Annua. Encampment
of VF W. in Rockland.
June 14—Flag Day
June 15—Father’s Day
June 18—Guest Officers’ Night,
Beach Chapter, OES . Lincoln
ville.
June 20—Guest Officers' Night,
Primrose Chapter, OES., Bel
fast.
June 22—State of Maine Day at
Braves Field. Boston.
June 22—Camp Tanglewood opens.
June 27—Firemen’s Ball, Commun
ity Building
July 2-6—U S. Camera Magazine
Tour at Rangeley
July 3, 4, and 5—Thomaston’s "In
dependence Day” celebration.
July 4—Independence Day
July 4-12- Yorld's Championship
Tuna Harpoon Derby. Orr’s Island
and Bailey’s Island
July 11-12—Maine Broiler Days at
Belfast
July 14—Red Cross Bloodmobile to
visit Rocklannd, 10 a. m.-4 p. m.
Bok Home
July 17—Camden Garden Club
Open House.
July 20-26—Waterville celebrates Its
sesquicentennial year.
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter
centennial
July 26-Aug. 2—International Re
gatta and Water Sports Festival
at Boothbay Harbor
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival.
Aug. 10-17—Centennial Week of St.
Peter’s Church.
Aug. 13—Historical Pageant of St
Peter’s Church at Conmunity
Building
Aug. 14—Centennial Banquet of St
Peter's Church.
Aug. 18-23—Union Fair.
Aug 20—Maine’s Three-quarter
Century Club at’the University of
Maine, Orono.

This office will be closed next
Friday—Memorial Day—and the
paper will be published Satur
day. Contributors are asked to
have as much of their material
as possible in this office by
Thursday.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott's Office
will be closed Thursday. Friday and
Saturday of this week.
64-lt
Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner, with
latest attachments for sale. Prac
tically new. Reduced price; 138 So.
64-lt
Main St. Tel. 676-W.

The Rockland High School Al
umni Association meeting will be
held Friday night June 13 at the
High School Auditorium at 7 30
p. m. Due to an oversight last year
new officers were not elected. For
this year a committee has been <
appointed- headed by Herman M.
Hart who will make the arrange
ments for the reception for the
Class of ’52. Details of the pro
gram will be announced.
His Excellency Most Rev Daniel
J Feeney, D. D., Coadjutor Bishop
of Portland, will be the principal
speaker at the Saturday night ban
quet to be held in connection with
the Twentieth annual convention
of the Maine Diocesan Council of
Catholic Women at Poland Springs
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June
6, 7 and 8.

Paul C. Dalrymple, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles O. Dalrymple of
Port Cl>de, is a candidate for a de
gree at Syracuse University’s 97th
commencement, scheduled for June
2 in Archbold stadium. Nearly 200
students at the graduation exerci
ses will hear an address by Frank
W Arams, chairman of the board
of directors of Standard Oil Com
Realtors Freeman Young and
pany, New Jersey. Dalrymple will Leforest Thurston attended ses
receive a master's degree in geog sions of the Maine Real Estate Asraphy from the Graduate School . sociation in Augusta last week. The
of Arts and Sciences. He is affili local men advocated the active parated with Lambda Chi Alpha so ! ticipation of the association in the
cial fraternity. He is a 1942 gradu task of publicizing Maine’s indus
ate of Worcester academy, Worces trial and recreational facilities, a
ter, Mass.
move which was adopted by the
group.
Eucouraging reports have been
received this morning, from Knox
Mrs. Loana Shibles of Rockport,
Hospital, concerning tihe condition 4-H Club Agent in the Knox-Lin
of Joshua N. Southard, head of the coln area, is in Kentsviile, Nova
City Welfare Department, who is Scotia this week where she is at
a surgical patient.
tending the Apple Blossom Festival.
Degrees were conferred on Mr. J She was accompanied on the trip
and Mrs. Lawrence Lord, Mr. and by Mrs. Margaret Stevens, 4-H dis
Mrs. Fred Winchenbach and Mrs trict agent and a former Rockland
—
Emma Harvey at the regular meet resident.
ing of Golden Rod Chapter OES
Harry Bradley, former Rockland
Friday night with Mrs. Evelyn
business
man arrived in this city
Cates as guest candidate. Plans
were announced for Guest Officers Saturday from a week’s fishing trip
Night to toe held Friday, June 13. in the Topsfield region on which
Supper preceded the meeting with he was accompanied by a fellow
Mrs. Osca Knight as chairman of resident of Pr ovidence, R. I., Eli
the kitchen committee and Mrs. Wolk, who is general manager of
Paqline Hutchinson in charge of the Rhode Island Supply Company.
Mrs. Bradley was a guest at The
the dining room.
Thorndike Hotel meantime.
The officers of the Rockland
Oakwood Inn, at the southern
Emblem Club will meet Thursday
night at 8 o’clock at the Elks Home entrance to Oakland Park, opens
Memorial Day. It will be under the
for a rehearsal.
same popular management.
Rockland Police Chief Bernard
CARD OF THANKS
Thompson is attending a Maine
We wish to express our heartfelt
police chief’s meeting in Lincoln thanks and aupreciation to our
today.
neighbors and friends who were so
kind to us during our recent be
Northeast Airlines resumes service reavement and for the beautiful
to and from Rockland Wednesday flowers and sympathy cards.
Myrtle Hammons, Norman and
for the season. The first flight out Rita.
64 It
is at 6.48 p. m.
CARD OF THANKS
Josephine Jameson of Friendship
I wish to express my sincere
was the successful contestant in thanks to my friends and neigh
the race at Senter-Crane’s for the bors, The Methodist Church, Wom
an’s State Relief Corps, Pleasant
RC A. Victor record player with Valley Grange, Rebekahs, Educa
records. The winner was announced tional Club, Anderson Auxiliary,
Saturday night at the store.
for the many lovely cards, flowers
and gifts. Also special thanks to
J. Webster Mountfort will be my doctors and nurses during my
guest speaker before the Rockland recent illness.
Mrs Joseph Hamlin.
64’lt
Lions Club Wednesday. He will
speak on his favorite hobby “Fish
IN MEMORIAM
In lovir,g memory of Gertrude
ing and Fly-Tying.’’ Mr. Mountfort
is a recognized authority on fly- Osier who oassed away May 26.
tying, and he will exhibit speci 1946.
Deep in our hearts lies a picture
mens of his own handicraft.
Of the loved one laid to rest;
In memory's frame we snail keep it
The Woman’s Association of the Because she was one of the best.
Mother, sisters and brothers.
First Baptist Church of Rockland
64-lt
met in the Parlors Monday after
noon.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
BORN
thanks and appreciation to neigh
Hanley—At Kr.ox Hospital, May bors, friends and relatives for their
24, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hanley, many kindnesses during my recent
bereavement, special thanks to Dr.
a son.
Wallace—At Knox Hospital. May. F. F. Brown Sr., and the Owl's
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Wal Head Grange.
64*lt
Mrs. Frank Healey.
lace of Waldoboro, a son.

OFB. cardboard signs now
The Sub-Primary School of Irma
MARRIED
available at The Courier-Gazette
Baker-Perry—At Rockland Con Anderson closes Wednesday, May
office—four for 50 cents. Get them
in the front office.
tf gregational Church. May 24, Earl 28, and will re-open early Septem
Stanley Baker of Sharon. Penn., ber.
64-®
and Miss Earlene Mae Perry of
DR. IRVING P. TUTTLE Rockland—by Rev. Charles R Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette
Monteith.

Osteopathic Physician

DIED
Rockiand, May 25.
Mary B. Gross, widow of Cyrus
566 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1087
Gross, age 75 years. Funeral Wed
58*12 nesday at 2 p. m. from the Russell
Funeral Home. Interment in Sea
View Cemetery
GAME PARTY
True—At Portland, May 23, Na
EVERY FRIDAY
thaniel B. True, age 96 years, 7
At 7.30 P. M.
months, 27 days.
TOWER ROOM
HOURS:

10 to 12 and 1 to 3

COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus

16-T*Th-tf

RUSSELL

Gross—At

SELBY
STYL-EEZ and

EASY-GOERS
RED. BLACK and GREEN

^COMERS
By visiting our funeral
home newcomers can se
cure protective funeral
facts.

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

•PHONE 701

DRYISFUNERRiHOMfS
2? «NOJ •,
•Fl 192
7mC**»TON

i* ft M A N r ?4S(*
• • TH 8 0
• TU «88A
a*)(«tAN0
BQtKFOH

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

SUMMER
SCHOOL
COURSES:

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
1U-112 LIMEROCK BT.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service
s-a

1. Intensive 3-Week
Typing
2. Beginning Accounting
3. SPEED WRITING

June 16 to Aug. 1

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
Call or Write For Full Details

Rockland School

of Commerce
TEL. 148

245 MAIN ST.
61-T-64

Heard In Recital At Farnsworth Museum i Goes

Raymond's
Shoe Store
Raymond H. Fogarty, Prop.
136 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
64-65

To Fairfield

Seeks A Degree

Rev. Kingsley Strout, For Winfred Stanley To Gradu
merly Ot Rockland, Has
ate From the University
New Assignment
Of Florida

H

At the closing session of the 128th
Commencement exercise* for 982
annual Maine Methodist Confer University of Florida students who
ence, Bishop Lord of Boston ap have applied Ior degrees will be
F*1
pointed Rev Kingsley L. Strout to held June 8-8 at Florida Field.
Among the students is Winfred
serve as pastor of the Methodist Kent Stanley of Rockland.
Church of Fairfield.
Dr Hornell Norris Hart. Duke
Rev. and Mrs. Strout came to University professor of sociology,
Madison on June 18, after he had will deliver the Baccalaureate ad
•served churches in East Livermore. dress Sunday. June 8. and Univer
West Waldoboro and had supplied sity President J. Hillis Miller will
on occasion in the First Baptist address the graduates at Com
Church in Pittsfield
mencement exercises on June 9
Rev. Strout received his educaOther features of the week-end
i tion in the Rockland schools and will be the annual Vesper Tea for
graduated in the class of 1939 He graduates and their families Sun
attended one year at the Bangor day afternoon and various frater
Theological Seminary, also Sum nity and sorority receptions.
mer session's at Kent’s Hill and at
Of the total 982 who have applied
the Methodist Church camp iin for degrees, 786 are seeking Bache
Winthrop.
lors’ Degrees. 151 Masters’ Degrees,
Mrs Strout is the former Mar- j 35 Law Degrees, and 20 Doctor of
Photo by Culien
Principals in the Farnsworth Museum recital, left to right: Carol Stratton. Mary Jean Glendenning.
garet Olson of Monson. She gradu- ! Philosophy Degrees,
Barbara Marsh and Joan Talbot.
ated from Monson Academy in |
------------------program in detail, but it can be
and attended Farmington
A Novel Show
The University of Maine an- Four Pupils Of Charlotte stressed that it was consistently j Slate Teachers College and Sum
excellent from beginning to end mer sessions at Gorham. She has
nounces that 167 students have
Hopkins In Excellent
A strong sense of feeling for con taught school at Jay, Livermore All Sorts Of Fun and Enter
been awarded scholarships for the
Piano Recital
certed work was shown in the en Falls and Pittsfield, and substitu tainment At Legion Home
1952-53 school year. In general,
ted for a time in the local schools
Thursday Night
the scholarships are awarded on*
The main gallery of the Farns- semble numbers, especially in the
basis of satisfactory scholarship, forth Art Museum was the scene arrangements for two pianos, eight —Madison Bulletin.
A real treat is in store for the
hands, and the pupils in their refinancial need, and good campus
j people of Rockland and vicinity
of another delightful concert when spectiVe solos displayed not only
citizenship. Among those receiv
Municipal Court
the night of May 29 at the hall of
ing scholarships are: Sally Gill on Friday night Charlotte C. Hop- commendable technique but a senWinslow-Holbrook-Merritt Po6t. No.
kins
presented
four
of
her
advanced
sitive feeling for color and style.
Leonard L. Houston of New York
christ. Thomaston; Carol A. How
It all showed the careful and City was found guilty of reckless |; 1, American Legion. There wil! be
ard, Warren; Irene M. Brooks, pupils in recital, under the auspices
of
the
Rubinstein
Club.
highly
intelligent teaching being driving in Municipal Court Satur- j presented an entirely new show,
Thomaston.
The pupils presented were Mary given by Mrs Hopkins, and it was day morning and paid a fine of $25 never before seen in this city.
The show is called the Accordion
Miss Maxine Denbow returned Jean Glendenning, Joan Talbot., a matter of satisfaction that they and costs of $694 He was fotond Minstrels and Dance and consists
Carol
Stratton
and
Barbara
Marsh
w-ere
a
distinct
credit
to
her
ln
innocent on another charge of of 16 accordionists both men and
to her duties at Savitt’s, Inc., Mon
day, following a week’s vacation A large audience of admiring rela- ■ every way. The audience was de- drunken driving.
women, plus comedy acts galore,
tives
and
friends
heard
the
excel

lighted to have the quartet add as
Mrs. Mellen Deshon substituted for
Charges grew out of a collision I singing, instrumentalists and every
lent program played so skillfully.
encore
Schubert
’
s
’
’
Marche
Miliher during her absence.
wuh two other cars on Main street j other “type o{ entertainment ’ Shat
The girls themselves made a warm taire.”
near Talbot avenue on the night of
make up a crack show.
appeal. All of high school age,
At the close of the program, the May 18 in which combined damage goes to.hria
A list of combat veterans from
,
m
.
they created a most pleasing pic girls were presented with attractive .
,
h
„
®
lne
!,now
sterts at 8 p’ m’ and
Korea landing at San Francisco
corsages,
and
the
girls
in
turn,
gave
Lie
i
UntU
945
111611
3
Sh
°
rt
‘
n
‘
ture by their youthful loveliness.
Monday, released by the Army in
lhrhu . ^rnliasion followed by dancing
Miss Glendenning wore a gown with Mrs Hopkins flowers and a gift, ' ‘
cludes the name of Sgt. Dana A.
H0USt°n *
that
tr ° from 10 “ 12 P “ Wlth mUS‘C
black velvet bodice and red net charmingly presented by Miss TaiButler of Rockland. The transport .bouffant skirt; Miss Talbot, blue hot
an approachmg car had blinded wished toy the Accordion Five.
General A. A. Brewster carried a satin in a gorgeous shade, made
him The other two cars involved
Tickets may toe obtained from
David Barstow and Peter Strat
total of 3,228 men from the Korean off-the-shoulder; Miss Stratton, a
were parked and there were no oe members of the Post or at the door.
ton passed programs and acted as
waterfront.
printed black and white organza, ushers. Huge bouquets of Spring cupants. They belong to Maynard; if you are a lover of accordion
also off-the-shoulder; and Miss flowers formed an effective back Marston and John Rapose both of I music at its best, good oomedy,
CARD OF THANKS
singing and a routine of fun to
Marsh
in yellow taffeta.
ground for the two pianos, thus Rockland.
To each and everyone of our
•• • •
keep patrons on their toes, and
Their manner at the piano was I enhancing the beauty of the Main
friends and relatives who helped
Alonzo Willey, 86, of Rockland they are urged to be present on the
in any way during the illness and marked by dignity, and their stage ; Gallery, which is so fitted for musiwas granted leniency due to his I ^ght of May 29, at 8 p. m.
loss of our mother and sister. Mrs. deportment showed that they had cales of this type.
advanced age by Judge Dwinal I
____________
Delia Libby Hallowell.
Special been well trained by Mrs. Hopkins
thanks to Dr. G W Soule, Dr.
who
suspended
a
fine
of
$30
and
1
Special.
Rayon Cord
Suit
Donald Brown, Mrs Dorothy Polta in all points pertaining to public
Textile Lecture
costs of }4 82 for the
P<>s- Dresses, long sleeves. Misses and
ar.d the entire Knox Hospital nurs performance. It would be rare,
_____
session of six short lobsters at half-sizes. Priced $8.95 Burdell’s
ing staff for their many kindnesses indeed, to find a group of young
and tender care, to Rev. John Fitz musicians with more poise and
Boston
Museum
Expert
To
Spru“ Head “ “7 24 He was Dresg stop’_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
patrick and Rev Charles Monteith
,
.
.... ,
..
placed on probation for a one year ---------------------------------------------and other ministers for their visits grace.
Lecture.
Show
Slides
At
-----------------------------and kind words. Thanks, too, for Quartet_
_
_
_
_
_
_
LOST
Farnsworth
Museum
Prelude
in
G-minor,
all the cards, beautiful flowers, use
Now! Direct Plane Service from Male Beagle Dog. Black. Tan and
Rachmaninoff
of cars and expressions of sympa
Miss Gertrude Townsend, cura Rockland! Connecting flights with White. Goes by name of "MICKIE”
thy, and to Leah Davis Brooks, who Mary Jean Glendenning, Joan Tal
bot. Carol Stratton, Barbara tor of textiles. Musem of Fine all leading Airlines. Rockland Tracarried out our every wish.
REWARD
Marsh
Mrs. Verna Jones, Mrs. Wilma
Arts. Boston, will give an illustrat vel Bureau, Tel. 563-R for reservaTEL. 330
Huntley, daughters; Mrs. Nora An Duo—Spanish Dance No 3.
4-T-tf
_______________________________
drews, sister; Douglas Libby, son.
Moskowski ed lecture on New England Em tions and information.
broidery of the colonial period at
64*lt
Carol Stratton, Joan Talbot
Solo—Clair de Lune,
Debussy- the Farnsworth Museum, Thurs
Mary Jean Glendenning
day in the auditorium at 8 p. m.
Trio—Gypsy Rondo,
Haydn to which the public is invited.
Carol Stratton. Mary Jean Glen
Miss Townsend has 'been on the
denning. Joan Talbot
staff of the Museum of Fine Arts
Solo—Moonlight Sonata.
1st Movement,
Beethoven since 1919 and curator of textiles, R
Carol Stratton
l!
since 1930. She has traveled ex
[V
IH
Triotensively.
gathering
materials
and
Magic Flute Overture.
Mozart
Carol Stratton, Mary Jean Glen research information on all phases
of textiles. She is one of the fore
denning, Joan Talbot
INTERMISSION
most authorities in her field of the
Duo—Rondo Capriccioso.
colonial and later periods of
Mendels'ohr,
American textiles.
Mary Jean Glendenning,
Miss Townsend’s extensive trav- | L
Barbara Marsh
Solo—Waltz in E-minor,
Chopin els in Europe, have given her first ’i
Joan Talbot
hand opportunities to study the j il
Quartet—
background of our colonial art. j 3l
Waltz Chorus from ’’Faust,’’
Plant This Idea
Gounod While making additions to the col
Mary Jean Glendenning. Joan Tal lections of the Museum of Fine
bot. Carol Stratton, Barbara Art. She has had first-hand oppor
And You'll
Marsh
tunities to study and analyze the
Duo—Humouresque Negre. Grunn embroideries, both in museums and
Mary Jean Glendenning.
in private collections.
Reap A Harvest
Barbara Marsh
The lecture will be illustrated
Solo—Warsaw Concerto,
Addinsell with colored slides, which will show
It’s time for planting
Barbara Marsh
the detail work of the embroideries
some vacation ideas ! Quartet—
Valse Briliante.
Mosqowski and the extremely colorful decora
around and Gregory's is | Mary Jean Glendenning. Joan Tal tive motif.
Carol Stratton, Barbara i
just loaded with the seeds j bot,
The trouble with blunt words is
Marsh
of some good ones.
It is impossible to review the | that they all have sharp edges.

Here's your Holiday

In our store you’ll find
8 rows of smart slacks;
then you’ll find several
more rows of sport jack
ets; there’s another row
of lightweight Summer

suits also.
They're all ready for pick
ing, so how about getting
in on the harvest today?

Funeral Home

Paoe Thru

Slacks
$6.50 to $10.00
Sport Jackets
$17.50 to $35.00
Tropical Suits
$29.50 to $39.50
Sport Jackets
$5.95 to $11.95

BEGINNING JUNE 1, 1952

Knox County Nurses Alumni Assn.
Flu. Tax

Announces

Old Tira

4.00 x 14

An increase for Private Duty Nurses
from $8 to $10 for an 8-hour day.
64-65
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

★ ★★★★★★★★
How You Can Help Make Him

A

good/yeab tires
™,u, Goodyear «. »
a reaH.usky with plenty of
...rf o,

Ho »•"•» Do""1
Qther ,lM$
p^i.-ldf lw-

S.«“«IWiwmelAMStJh

Marathon is tops at this budget
easy price

g 70,1S |>t
pAJR

old 1»

tirM|

Pay as HMle as 1.25 a

U.

S.

SENATOR

PAYNE

We must send an Able, Honest, Industrious man
to Washington as our Senator. 'Fred" Payne fills
Ihe bill, but he needs your help. A political campaign today requires money, but "Fred" is a man
of moderate means the same as you and I.
. The effofrts of a lot of us "little fellows" can help overcome this ~
handicap. Just a "little" from a lot of people will keep "Fred"

out front

wTu rvume Toenwra

And Your

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED.

SEND "FRED" A DOLLAR

L’lV11 '
V)1

ROCKIAND
M3•r f

GREGORY’S OPEN ALL DAY
THIS WEDNESDAY.
CLOSED ALL DAY

MEMORIAL DAY.

Yes, your dollar will bring h»rr> luck and the financial help which

is so necessary.
Send your contribution
and/or your offer to work
for "Fred" to:

Payne For Senator Comm.
Ray Mills, Treas.
P. O Box #782
Augusta, Maine

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

You can count on my help and I am
glad to offer:
The enclosed donation of $ ................

My services □

Bitler Car & Hone Supply J

Name .................................................

470 MAIN STREET,
TELEPHONE 677
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Address .............................................

TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS

City ...................... -...........................

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

ALENA L STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone 49

FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
ee lor M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
ah (er each Une, half price each additional time used. Five small
irds te a Une.

Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called. I. e. advertisements which
(alre the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
le, east ti cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
He classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no bookepln< will be maintained for these ada

ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular sc
ants with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TWO Evening Dresses for sale,
size 13. one yellow, one greer.. each
only worn once, good condition
Price yellow. $10; green. $7 PA
TRICIA GRANT. St George Tel.
Ten. Harbor 63-2
63*
*64
FRESH Eggs for sale. Orders
taken for dressed poultry ROGER
JAMESON. Tei. Thomaston 945
63 65

WHITE Apex. A-l condition, $50:
Bov'-. 26" Wheel Bike. $5 . SCA, LISE 80 Camden St.
64'66
j CHII D'S Large size Crib for sale;
I also White Birch High Chair and
i a Baby Carriage TEL Camden 476
_______________ 64-lt

WHITE Enamel Kenmore Range.
I ’.ike new. for sale. $45. EUGENE
; TOLMAN Rt. 1. Warren. Me Tel
64*66
THOR Washing Machine for -ale 32-24
TEL. 386-W1.
63-65
TULIPS for Memorial Day for
TWO used Batteries, sence-con- sale OLIVER HOLDEN. 478 Old
M •'
trol for sale; also Asparagus D County Road.
MANK. Windy Side Farm. No War ~~ STRAWBERRY Plants for sale at
ren.
63-65 Glen Cove. $2.50 per 100. Premier
KEENCO Electric Egg Grader (Howard 17> and Sparkle Sprayed
for sale. Uused one year. $100. Tel W. C. LUFKIN. RD., Rock64 6 i
CHARI,FS HENDERSON. 19 Wads la :
worth St.. Thomaston. Me. 63'65
12-FT Sq Stern Plywood Boat
DODGE (19361 four-door Sedan for sale. ROCKLAND MOTOR
M-M
for sale. Spare parts. Price rea OO M Ml Bt
sonable. TEL. Camden 403 62-64
GERANIUMS. Petunias. Pansies.
SEVEN-Ft Coldspot Refrigera Cemetery Baskets, all kinds of
tor for sale, new unit, used le.-s than vegetable and flower seedlings for
FALES GREENHOUSE. 73
two months, $85 Dixie Trailer. sale
64*65
4x5x2, new tires and safety inner- Maverick St.
tubes, $125; 2 steel Hollywood Bed
1951 CHRIS-Craft. 10 h.p. Com
Frames, single $7 each. CHARIES mander Outboard Motor for sale
CAMERON. Union
62 64 Used about 10 hours, like new. TEL
64 66
SECOND-Har.d Furniture for Camden 2452
sole. Suitable for cottage or camp.
Write MK, cc The Courier-Ga
REAL ESTATE
zette.
62-64
BOY'S Columbia Bicycle for sale:
FTVE-Family Furn Apts. House
1-year old. in good condition Price Good central location. Price right
reasonable: 45 Masonic St TEL. for quick sale. Reason for selling
1525.________________ 62*64 absence of owner. Contact STROUT
BIRD Houses. Feeding Stations, REAL ESTATE AGENCY. Camden.
64-66
for sale Novelties, Toys RAYE'S Maine.
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St., city
FOR SAI.E
56*Tue*79
State Highway Home. 30 acres,
-BUREAU with mirror and Chest part tillage, 5 acre- blueberries. 25
of Drawers for sale. TEL. 948-M apple trees, roadside stand. 4-room
after 5 p. m.
62-64 modern bungalow, barn 20x25
Beautiful location near lake and
SIX-Piece Rock Maple Bedroom stores.
Price $4400
STROUT
Het for sale, $175. TEL 1015
REALTY. John Q Adams. Asso
62-64 ciate. Phone 6-3591. Liberty. Me
64* lt
TULIPS- for sale, for Memorial
Day; DR. REUTER. 158 Talbot Ave.
FOR SALE"
Tel. 1233.
63*65
1—Located just off New County
METAL Tank with air pump and Road, 3 lots land; also 5-room
motor for sale, capacity approx. house with garage. Price asked is
$3000. City water, elec, lights.
1400 gallons
Good eon
2— A going, well-established Busi
Phone or see HERB LEWIS or OR
RIN BENNER Thomaston., Knox ness. doing nice business. A real
chance
for man and write. Price
County Fish & Game Ass'n. 62-64
$4800.
30-GAL Electric Hot Water Heat
3— A 23-letting room Hotel, about
er for sale; also 7-inch mesh hard 20 acres land, directly on Ocean
ware Cloth. 3 feet wide. TEL War front, nicely and completely fur
ren 66-31
62-64 nished. If you wish something
30-POOT Seine Boat. Will sell good, see this one. Priced for
cheap HAROLD BUNKER. Ma- quick sale
4— Located
Vinalhaven,
salt
Mnicus, Me
62-64
MOTORCYCLE for sale. Harley^ waterfront Farm. Est. 200 acres;
Davidson. 1948. first-class condition. also an island near this farm.
$15,000
CHASE 172 So Mam St
62*64 Owner says
Matinicus Island
SEWING Machine for sale; also
5— Large Acreage Home, suitable
9-foot Admiral Refrigerator, white for a tourist home Price $10,000.
Icebox. Dining-room Set, Sofa. 2
6— Industrial Property; also Va
chairs; 13 HOLMES ST
62*64 cant Land.
7
— Located Broadway near Park
FOR Memorial Day: Geraniums.
Petunias, Fuschias. Cemetery Ar Street: A lovely 10-room House, in
rangements. Rose Bushes for sale perfect condition, with a garage. A
Also Seedlings of all kinds. DEAN'S bargain for $12,500.
Thanks for reading.
NURSERY, 325 Old County Rd
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
Tel. 348-J
60-65
163 Main St. Rockland. Me. Tel. 730
GLADS. Carnations. Snaps and
Member of Maine's Publicity Bu
Roses for sale for Memorial Day reau and Maine Real Estate Asso
Please order early
Also Geese ciation.
64-lt
Eggs for hatching, 50c each.
Open for the season. If selling
GRACIE'S GARDENS. Mrs Charles
A. Swift. 9 Booker .-treet, Thomas your property, why not list with
ton. Tel. 374______________ 59-64 me? I have prosmeets waiting. My
financial service completes the sale
MEN’S, Women’s and children's
with no headaches. Phone Rock
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE'S land 1692-W Saturday or Sunday.
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St. Open SCOTT KITTREDGE. So. Thom
dally, tne. Sunday until 9 p. m_ aston.
62-64
•scapt Thurs. close at 6 o'clock
BStf

A 1951 Harley-Davidson 74 for
sale; also 1 1949 Harley-Davidson
74; 1 1947 Harley-Davidson 74. 1
1842 Harley-Davidson 45 . 2 1949
Harley-Davidson 125. 1 1948 HarleyDavidson 125; 1 1948 Check; 2 1951
Whizzer Pacemaker, 1 1952 Whizzer
Ambassador. 1 1952 Whizzer Pace
maker, 1 1948 Whizzer Motor Bike.
Harley-Davidson Motor Oil for sale.
OENTHNER'S SERVICE STA
TION, Waldoboro Tel. 117, and
New County Road. Rockland 59*66
QUALITY Strawberry Plants—
State inspected, dusted and fumi
gated. Howard 17. Fairlard. Tem
ple, Sparkle, Catskill; 100-5325,
1000-521. 10,000-$19 per 1000 (com
bination). Great Bay and Gem
Everbearing 100-54; 1000-526 Post
paid. Freshly dug and shipped
promptly. Folder free SYLVES
TER & SKINNER, Belfast. Te!
569-W4
55*69
SEX-Link Pullets. Cockerels or
straight-run Chicks, from fast
growing, heavy laying strain.
Maine-U. S. Approved Pullorum
cleen. Inoculated for Newcastle if
desired. BYRON MILLS, Waldo
boro, Me. Tel. 51-3.
41tf
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale:
Howard 17, Catskill Sparkle and
Temple. $2.25-100; $18-1000. P.P.
or $2-100; >17-1000 here State in
spected, C.OD. orders filled LEROY LUCE, Washington. Tel. 9-14
48*71
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call

BI YERS-BROKERS-IHTI.DERS

My financial service is now avail
able for the season. I specialize
in F.H.A. and G.I loans. Phone or
call Saturday or Sunday, Rockland
1692-W.
SCOTT KITTREDGE
So. Thomaston.
62-64
Head, for sale; about 100 rods along
State Road and about 76 rods from
State Road to shore. Inquire On
Premises. WILLIAM LEONARD.
63*65
EIGHT-Room House, with bath,
for sale; 2-car garage: also 'b-ton
Trailer; 33 Traverse St., Rockland
TEL 369-R.
54tf
TWO-APT House at 49 Park St.
for gale, occupied at present. Price
right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA
RAGE. 118 Pari* St

Te! 478

B5tf

MISCELLANEOUS
NOTICE

After this, date I will be respon
sible for bills only which I centract personally.
H. HALE FIFIELD.
Augusta, Maine, May 26, 1952
64*66
Opening RUG SHOP. May 30
Large display Braided Rugs South
Warren, Friendship Road. Route 97
64*and*67
OWN And Operate Without any
Investment: One of the finest busi
nesses m America Experience un
necessary. Will consider man or
woman with car. We furnish stocks
on credit Good earnings Write
an Water St., Augusta. TEL 3770. WATKINS CO. Box 367R Dept
Utf RL. Newark. N. J.
61*T*70
OKANITE LIVES FOBEVEB
Wall, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Feandatton Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Snceeooon te John Mee
han
Son), Clark Island, Me.
TeL Rockland X1-W2 or Tenant’s
Kart IT M-1A
I-tf

A
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Pape Four

SUMMER SCHOOL
STARTS MONDAY, JUNE 16
7 WEEKS—DAY AND
EVENING CLASSES

Write or Phone for Details

ROCKLAND SCHOOL
OF COMMERCE
64-71

Georges River Lodge. K of P
will confer the rank of esquire, to
night. (Tuesday.)
Week-end guests of Mrs Alice
Mathews were her daughters, Mrs
Genevieve Pearson and friends.
Miss Madeline MacKenzie and Irv
ing Whittle all of Boston.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Gray and Mrs. Chisie Trone
were Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Gray
and two children. Peter and Judith
of Lisbon Fails.
Mr and Mrs. Vemon Mank have
moved from the Henry Groth sec
ond floor apartment on East Main
street to an apartment on Main
street, Newcastle
The immunizaton tests were giv
en under the auspices of the War
ren Public Health Committee at
the grade school Monday, with Dr
Fred Campbell, and Mrs. Esther
Long, state field nurse in attend
ance.
Mrs. Charles Hysler is now loca
ted at the White Haven Nursing
Home at 109 Emery street, Port
land. while receiving treatment at
the Maine General Hospital in
Portland
Mrs. Walter Tolman returned
home Friday after surgery at the
Knox Hospital.
The Auxiliary to the Anderson
Camp. SUV of Rockland has been
invited to meet Wednesday after
noon with the E. A. Starrett Auxil
iary. SUV in this town. Dinner will
be served the members and guests
at noon, under the direction of
Mrs Fred Starrett. Memorial ser
vices will be held at the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. William O'Brien
and son Albert who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyl
lie have returned to Shrewsbury,
Mas.-,.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Overlook
and family, accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs Clifford Overlock and
grandson, Philip Pote, were in Au
gusta, Sunday.
A meeting of the executive com
mittee of Warren High School Al
umni Association will be held to
night at the home of Mrs. Annie
lehto, to make plans for the 25th
annual meeting of the Association
this Summer.
Children's Concert

Children of the first three grades
of the elementary schools, direct
ed by Mrs. Winola Cooper, teacher
of music, assisted by Miss Shirley
Castner and Mrs. Dorothy Over
look, teachers of those grades, pre
sented
a highly praiseworthy
Spring concert in three parts at
Town Hall, Friday night with a
repeat performance Monday.
Mrs. Cooper pointed out at the
opening of the piece that it was
based on music and folk dances
the children had learned during
the year at school.

TO LET
TWO-Room Office to let, over
Clark's Flower Shop. Centrally lo
cated TEL 971-M3.
64-66
TWO and three-room Furnished
Apartments, to let; all electric
kitchen, private bath, sunny rooms;
67 TALBOT AVE
64-66
TO LET: Furnished 2 or 3
rooms and one furn room: 23
Beech St. TEL. 1116-W or 163-M
64*66
TWO-Room1 Furnished Apt. to
let. with flush, at South End. TEI.
439-W5
64'66
SIX-Room Modern House, welllocated in Vinalhaven: also a Camp,
for rent. Will rent either by the
week or th? month Write MRS
PAULINE HOPKINS. Tel. 40-3.
Vinalhaven.
63-65
ONE-Room Furnished Apt. on
Willow St., to let. TEL 939 or 1219
63tf
THREE Cottages to let by week
or season. Contact BURDELL'S
DRESS SHOP or RILEY STROUT
63tf
LARGE pleasant front Room to
let. hot and cold water, unfur
nished; 42 Fulton St. TEL. 1193-M
6264
AVAILABLE June 1. Two-room
Office on Mam St. to let. suitable
for dentist, doctor, beauty parlor
or general office. Has been in use
as dentist office for over 40 years
Apply at once. HASKELL and
CORTHELL Tel. Camden 484
62-64
TWO-Room furnished Apartment
with flush to let. Centrally located.
TEL. 1285
52tf
SMALL Furn. Apts., 1 near Van
Baaien, others central or at North
End. Apply 11 JAMES ST. 51tf
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
let. Bath, hot and cold water,
heated. Thermostatic controlled,
elec range, elec, refrigerator, $10
per week. Over Carr's Store, cor
ner Main and Rankin streets. TEI..
25.
52tf
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with
bath; newly renovated; hot and
cold water furnished. Adults only
Apply BICKNELL'S HARDWARE
43 tf
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt.,
to let; private bath; heated, hot
and cold water included: also tworoom furnished Apt., lights, heat
ed, hot and cold water included;
bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14
Elm St.
38tf
HEATED and unheated furnished
Apts to let. V. P. STUDLEY, 77
Park St
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf
SANDING Machine and polisher
1 to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
OO, 440 Main Bt.
ltf

Pupils of Grade One gave the
musical version of "Spring Time in
the Garden,” complete with flow
ers. ducks, bunnies, rain drops,
oreezes. sunshine and a bluebird
j ir, a garden. The songs the chil
dren had learned, and the colorful
and realistic costumes made by
their mothers, made a picture on
' the stage that evening, that will
not soon be forgotten.
Grade Two and Three presented
an excellent rendition of an op
eretta, Farmer in The Dell." Cos
tumes is this, made also by moth
ers were most effective, and true
to character and which easily could
have been mistaken for the work of
professionals. Grace of the chil
dren in acting out their speaking
parts, dances and songs gave proof
of the value of music in the schools.
Finale were selections by the !
rhythm band in which pupils of the
three grades had part, each in a
band uniform. Mrs. Cooper gave a
graphic demonstration of the step
by step training of such a band.
Proceeds from the concert will
benefit the three grades of Warren
schools in purchase of needed
Photo by Cullen
equipment, which will be an- I
Southend PTA officials and Principal Caspar Ciriavino of South School discuss plans for the opening
nounced later.
of school in September at a special session in the school Monday evening. Left to right are: Mrs. Robert
.Anderson, association president; Mrs. Ronald Lord, treasurer: Principal Ciriavino; Mrs. Clinton Robinson,
Successful Concert
vice president; and Mrs. Roy Bohn, secretary.
The fourth concert given Thurs- '
day night at the Baptist Auditor- ,
ing is held under ther auspices of
TENANT’S HARBOR
ium by the Warren Village Singers,
ST. GEORGE
Kinney-Melquist Post 34 and its
directed by Mrs Barion H. Lermond
The St. George School Band at
Kinney-Melquist Post 34
Auxiliary Unit 34 American Legion.
drew a large and most appreciative tended the Band Festival at Orono.
The annua] Memorial Day cele Everyone is invited Remember
audience. Judged as the best of the Saturday.
Chaperones
included
bration will be held in Tenant's the time 9 a m. Friday, May 30.
four yet given by the group of War- I Clayton Hunnewell, Mr. and Mrs.
ren women singers, favorable com- , Clyde Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Eric Harbor May 30
It will consist ot a parade start
ment was heard among those who | Thorbjonson. Mrs. Claude Wiley
ing at 9 a. m at Tenant's Harbor
attended, who also signified their and Mrs. George Fay.
approval of the brilliant perform
Mr and Mrs. Randall Baker. Mrs Baptist Church.
The Rockland Drum and Bugle
ance of the young guest artist. Alan Rose Dukeshire and Mrs. Fannie
F. Hynd of Cushing. Recalled, he Orcutt, arrived at their home Fri Corps together with St. George
favored with then encore "Fantasy day for the Summer. Mr. Baker re Band will furnish music.
Line of march is from Tenant’s
Promptu," by Chopin, at the con turning Sunday to Connecticut.
Benjamin Murch is seriously ill Harbor Baptist Church to public
clusion of his second group.
wharf, then to Legion Hall where
The repertoire of the Village ; at his home on School street.
The American Legion Post at ceremonies will be held.
Singers for the evening was varied,
The principal speaker of the day
ranging from the Hallelujah Cho tended services at the Tenants Har
rus. by Beethoven, which was ex bor Baptist Church in a body, Sun will be former Naval chaplain F. J.
Loungway of Camden.
quisitely rendered by the group, to , day.
/ /)
A very attractive and interesting ft
Brahms “Lullaby and Goodnight,” j
program has been arranged by
the brilliant ''Rocket," by Harris,
PORT CLYDE
Committee
Chairman
Donald
the sprightly "Whisting Girl'* by ]
Paul Dalrymple, U. S Weather
Haney, and finally a Strauss Bureau, has been home for the Wood.
Each year the attendance has
' Greeting to Spring" and was most
week-end, going out Tuesdav on
interesting. There was an excell Coast Guard Cutter McCulIock tor grown and there is no doubt if the "AND THIS IS THE LITTLE WOMAN.'
ence of harmony in the numbers, weather station duty, between weather is good, the people will
turn out enmasse.
People chase happiness so des
which was more marked than at Bermuda and1 Cape Hatteras
The entire program for the morn perately they pass right by it.
previous concerts.
Ediward Pierce of Damariscotta
Mr Hynd, the pianist of the eve called on friends in the village Sat
ning delighted his listeners with urday.
his exceptionally fine interpreta
Mrs. Rosie Seavey is guest of her
tion of the numbers he had chosen. daughter. Mrs. J. Stoness Harford,
A perfect background for the Boston.
concert, was as usual faithfully
Charles Collins and friend of
given by accompanist Mrs. Verna Belmont, Mass., are at the Collins
Robinson Mank of Warren. Flow Homestead over the week-end
ers from the Club of the Four Ways
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Percy, who
were presented Mrs. Lermond, at have been visiting Mrs. Percy's sis
I
the conclusion of the presentation. ter. Mrs Ralph Sorenson at Stone
Decorations of Maine flowering ham, Mass., have arrived home
i
Rev. John Sawyer and daughter.
shrubs were arranged by Mrs. Hel
en Searle and Miss Bertha Teague. Mrs Richard Percy and grand
Ushers for the evening were the daughter Lyn. have arrived home
Misses Mary Berry, Avis Gammon, from their visit at York. Pa:
Mrs. Linnie Newoomb. daughters,
Carolyn Philbrook and Virginia
Miss Margaret Newcomb of Skow
Davis.
hegan and Mrs. Daphne Hern of
When money goes to a man’s Weymouth, Mass.. Mrs. Carrie
By Ralph W. Tyler
Thompson, sons Bernard of Rock
head it touches his soft spot.
land and Gordon of Topsfield.
Mrs. Helena Pollock tells me from the tide water side and
Mass., and Perley Simmons of
WANTED
that she recently saw perched on freshet and heavy run off condi
Rockland, were in town to attend
tions plug it with grass, leaves and
BOY wants to mew lawns after funeral services of Herman Sim her roof what she believes was a drifting material from the fresh
school or Saturdays Call at 5 mons.
trained carrier pigeon. The bird
water side.
Pleasant St. or PHONE 1533 or
was brown and white with a num However the original placement
1321
(54*66
bered band upon its leg and lt wore of the screen did a noble Job of
ORFF’S CORNER
MIDDLE-Aged Ladl
wanted
Mrs. Roland Bragg and daugh a sort of capsule looking device in protecting what trout had been
as companion to woman living
alone.
References.
Apply 24 ter Linda of Nobleboro were guests which appeared to be something placed there prior to April 1961 de
Myrtle St. TEL. 240-W.
64*65 for a few days of Mr. and Mrs. like writing.
spite the fact lt was out nearly six
CRABS wanted, large or .small Calvin Bragg.
The pigeon was seen around sev months during that time.
lets.
Call 1O47-W2.
Ask for
•• A •
Miss Mary Lou Gray of Hallowell eral times and had apparently
OLIVER.
64*66
was a week-end guest of Mrs Ray struck up an acquaintance with President Roland Gushee of the
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, two in
another dove belonging to one of Knox County Fish and Game Asso
family Year round job. no wash mond Hutchins.
ciation says that one more day’s
Joseph Gilbert of Newcastle spent Mrs. Pollock's neighbors.
ing. Good pay. One day off per
a» • *
work on the club's right of way to
week
KENNETH SMITH Tel. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
739-M4. Belfast
64-66 Elwell.
This season's rather disappoint Alford Lake by a reasonable sized
ALL kinds of Property listings
Lee Peacock spent a few days ing results in production at various crew of men and trucks will finish
wanted. If you are thinking off with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har Knox County trout ponds which the job, at least for this season.
selling, let’s talk it over. WILLIAM
has caused a wide circulation of The next effort on the road will
T. DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 226 Li old Peacock.
Omah Achorn of Randolph was a theories regarding the apparent probably be on Sunday May 18th.
censed Real Estate Broker.
61tf
SHACK, on salt water, wanted. caller on Monday of Mr. and Mrs. disappearance of fish, may be a That the road is usuable at pre
general condition rather than a sent seems apparent as we saw
Two bedrooms, running water and Cecil Ludwig.
toilet. Give price. Address, G. C .
Mrs Ruth Simmons of Bath was local one. Talking with Charles1 boats being put off and cars parked
Warren, Maine.
60tf the guest of her aunt Mrs. Bessie Head. Warden Supervisor of this at the clubs lake shore property.
area at the Snow Bowl the other (May 11.)..
Borneman on Sunday.
HELP WANTED
Rev. and Mrs Raymond Hart of night, he told me that Ross and That the interest in the long de
Girl, over 17.
Summer Camp.
Ponds in Bristol, long sired right of way is countywide is
Assist fine Maine woman in kitch Togus and Mrs. Kendall Teague of Hastings
en.
No laundry.
Good working North Waldoboro
were Sunday classed as Lincoln County's two revealed in a score of inquiries
conditions and hours.
Location:
most reliable and prolific trout about it at the Megunticook Asso
callers at C. E. Ludwigs.
Friendship.
Write Dr. F. H
Per
Mrs. Guy Kennedy has returned ponds had also failed to give fish ciation's Snow Bowl meeting re
kins. Lancaster, Mass., % Perkins
School.
from the hospital where she was a ermen the usual Spring action this cently in Camden.
64-66 surgical patient.
season. Head is certain the fish are The Alford Lake right of way
FOR the Summer. Girl of High
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell and there but just disinclined up to now has been a sportsmen's project for
School age wanted to assist with son Steven were Rockland visitors to take bait and lures in the usual the fishermen of this area and
houseworlc from 8 30 to 5 p. m.
manner.
while co-operation has fluctuated
Thursday free. For further infor Saturday.
Speaking of Forest Lake and from time to time the completion
mation TEL 994 between 5 and
7 p. m
___________ 63-65
Salt Pond Mr. Head believes both of the road is a credit to those who
EAST FRIENDSHIP
CHAMBER-maid wanted Apply
Mrs Mary Jameson of South fish screens should be repaired have given of time and equipment
In Person at NARRAGANSETT
and replaced as soon as possible. at one time or another during its
HOTEL
62 64 Thomaston was supper guest of Mr.
Their proximity to tide water, in construction and improvement.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Jameson
Wednes

WAITRESSES wanted between
his opinion, indicates that a trout Among those sportsmen who
day.
June 4 and 7th at Samoset Hotel
Contact LIBBY PALADINO. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Burns spent once passing through their outlets maintained a keen interest in the
Orient St., between 7 and 8 p. m
the week-end in Union at their has little chance of returning to project for what it meant to fish
62-64 trailer. Mr. Burns has his trotting parent waters.
ermen. but who found it impossible
At Forest Lake a trout passing to assist in the labor was Ken
SECOND-Hand Plano wanted, in : houses in Union.
good condition. TEL. 13-R
Mrs. Fannie Copp and Eleanor over the dam is obviously lost for Wadsworth of Camden, salmon
62-64
Copeland are employed at Holmes ever because of the falls there. But fisherman of 40 years experience,
passage In and out of Salt Pond is who came to me the other night
JUNK CARS WANTED
Sardine factory in Rockland.
MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Townsend unobstructed, particularly at high and said "If you boys need any fi
street, Tel. 123-W.
28tf
nancial assistance on the Alford
of West Boothbay and M. P. Orne tide. The Forest Lake screen is a
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
of South Warren called Saturday rather simple affair and offers few Lake road you can put me down for
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
problems in its maintenance, but $10.
on Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne. Mr.
Union St.. Grove SL entrance. Tel
not
so at Salt Pond in which it has Here is a typical sportsman. A
1630 EVA AMES.
64*69 Orne is in very poor health and
been suggested the design be leader in the Megunticook Fish and
confined
to
the
bed.
DON’T discard your old or
Game Association, a valued mem
Mrs. Corrine Perkins of Warren changed to a “V” type and placed
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re- | visited Friday with Mr. and Mrs. on the fresh water side of the cul ber of the Knox County Club and
a fisherman who has fished in all
vert.
finishing; 41 Masonic 8$.
Tel Roscoe F. Marshall.
good salmon waters of our area
The
main
engineering
problem
at
1106-M
ltf
A telephone has been installed
BIKE Repairing wanted; largest at Frank Millers, No. 119-13 Thom Salt Pond seem to be the holding even if it was done under the most
stock of parts in Knox County;
of the screen in place. Severe trying conditions.
used Bikes. BITLER GAR AND aston Exchange.
southerly storms or gales batter it There are many others of his
HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St
caliber in Knox County.
57tf I Advertise m The Courler-Gasette with ice cakes or floating debris

Southend PTA Planning For September

ai

UNION
Mrs. Florence Calderwaed

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Seiders of
Portland were visitors ln town Sat
urday.
Mrs Ada Patt of Portland has
been a recent visitor of Mrs.
Blanche Robbins.
Pioneer Grange. East Union, ob
serves Guest Officers' Night, to
night Tuesday.
Mrs. Josephine Skilling of Port
land visited friends in town on
Saturday.
Tax bills have been issued and
selectmen report, tax rate is $2 00
per thousand less this year
Mr. and Mrs Leonard Stetson and
family have moved to Thomaston.
Union Lions Club installed its
1952-53 officers at a meeting at Pio
neer Grange HaU Monday evening
The new King Lion is Robert Heald.
Other officers include Alfred Nis
kala. first vice president and Harry
Stewart, secretary.
G Raymond Lehrer of West
Newton. Mass . Ernest Githens and
Abbott Spear of Newton Centre,
Mass, were week-end guests of
Edgar Barker at his Crawford Lake
cottage.
Harold McAllister of Boston and
M Sgt and Mrs. Goozey of Au
gusta were recent guests of Mr
and Mrs Howard McAllister.
Mrs Constance Durkee and Mrs.
Christine Barker are attending
Grand Chapter sessions of Eastern
Star in Lewiston for a few days.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

Mr. and Mrs. W. H Crowell were
in Bowdoinham Sunday, guests of
Mr and Mrs R. R Jacques
Rev. Aaron B. Kelley, has pre
sented his resignation to the First
Baptist Church to take effect on
July 1. Rev. Kelley has accepted
a call to the Central Baptist
Church in Chicoppe Falls, Mass.
King Solomon’s Lodge observed
Visiting Officers' Night with Wor
shipful Master, Harold A. Dolliver,
Orient Lodge, Thomaston; Senior
Warden,
Ernest
Cunningham,
Union lodge, Union; Junior War
den, Russell Smith, St. George
Lodge, Warren; treasurer, Albert
Riley, Eureka
Lodge. Tenant's
Harbor; chaplain. Rev. Mr. Sawyer,
Eureka Lodge, Tenant's Harbor;
Senior Deacon, Malcolm Tilton,
Riverside Lodge. Jefferson; Jun
ior Deacon. Adam Rodamer, Meduncook Lodge, Friendship. Lec
tures were given by Willard Pink
ham and Moses Bragdon of Aina
Lodge. Damariscotta and Speak
ing Fellowcraft by Mt. Olivet Lodge
Washington.
Mrs. Gilbert L Crowell and In
fant son have returned from Miles
Memorial Hospital Damariscotta.
Mrs. Elroy Gross was in Friend
ship Friday.
Mrs. Maude Grey is at the home
of Mrs. Lura Winslow.
Mrs Maude Clark Gay, was in
Portland Saturday.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr and Mrs Fred Batty and
Mrs Irving Mdljeod of Searsport
were business visitors in Water
ville Saturday.
Mrs Helen Meservey returned
home Tuesday after spending sev
eral weeks with Mrs Charles
Murphy in Providence, R I
The Misses Mary and Martha
Hall and Miss Katherine Aagerson
called at The Anchorage, Summer
residencet of Albert Roberson Tues
day.
Mrs. Mildred Waldron was a busi
ness visitor in Portland Tuesday.
Miss Katherine Aagerson spent
the week-end at Winslow Robin
son's, St. George.
Mrs. Mildred Pierson of Martins
ville and Mrs James Ray of St.
George were recent guests of Mil
dren Waldron.
Mrs. Irving McLeod and daugh
ters Jennie and Elizabeth of Sears
port were guests recently of Mr.
ar.d Mrs Fred Batty.
Albert Robinson. Robert Buck and
Mrs. Carl Hazelton were recent
guests of Miss Katherine Aager
son.
Mrs. David Post and daughter
Janice returned home from Knox
Hospital. Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Millage Randall are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Irving Ran
dall in Pembroke for several days.
Mrs. Helen Wilson and Mrs.
Dorothy Repplier and Mrs. Eugenie
Godfrey were luncheon guests of
Mrs. Callie Rackleff recently.

Life In these United States:
Worrying about one’s health one
minute and passing a car on a
curve at 85 Che next.

When you are right you don't
need to lose your temper—when
you are wrong you cant afford to.
GOOD SUPPLY
MOST SIZES
Check With Us First

PIPE

BICKNELL MFG. CO.
PHONE KOCKLAND Mt

32-tf

4

<
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Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Libby left to
day for a visit with their son Rich Two Changes Made
VINALHAVEN
ard Libby and family ln Radburn.
MRS ALLIE LANE
N. J., and their daughter and son- In the By-Laws Of the Cen
Correspondent
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King
tral Maine Power Com
Telephone 89
in Beverly, Mass.
Eisenhower is Closing the Gap Which
pany
Mrs. Wendell Smith is a patient
Mrs. Rosalie O. Roberts and Mrs. at Knox Hospital, Rockland.
The stockholders of Central
Separates Him From Senator Taft
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse returned Maine Power Company at their
Daisy Jamison of West Chester,
Penn., are owners of "Bridgeside." Friday from Rockland.
annual meeting approved two
Mrs. Leon Arey and Mrs. Max
They arrived Thursday and the
One of the busiest weeks of po
Associated Press polls have
changes
in
the
company's
by-laws,
Conway are attending Eastern Star
house will open June 25.
litical activity thus far this year shown 20 of the state’s 70-vote
authorised an increase in its capiwill tee Republicans select 86 more delegation are favorable to Eisen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Leach of Grand Lodge this week at Lewiston
Mrs. Edna Johnson and daughter ■ tai stock and re-elected the exlstdelegates to their presidential nom hower while 18 back Taft.
North Orafton,
Mass., arrived
ination convention and Democrats
The uncommitted 32, therefore,
Thursday for a two weeks stay at Mary of Belfast are at their home . ing board of directors to serve for
on Atlantic avenue for a few weeks 1 one year.
name 191 to theirs.
are a key bloc and Fine recognizes
“The Ridge.”
j xt
ttnnuaj meeting of the
Most Interest centers on con their Importance.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie of vacation.
Mrs. Villa Bradley has returned
ventions by both parties in Texas
In Maryland which named 24
' Worcester, Mass., are guests of
directors which followed the stock
from a visit in Connecticut and her
today, on a OOP convention ln New delegates Saturday,
there were
Mrs. Ada Creed, High street.
son Charles Bradley is back from holders' meeting, William P. Wy- |
Mexico, Saturday, and the Florida conflicting claims about what will
Mrs. Allie Lane has returned to a visit with fnends in Cleveland, man of Augusta was re-elecled
Democratic primary to name na happen after Gov. Theodore McVinalhaven after passing the Win ■ Ohio.
president of the company. All j
tional convention delegates Tues Keldin is given favorite son back
ter months with relatives in Port
A baseball communication signed other officers were re-elected for
day.
ing on the first ballot. Taft sup
land. Enroute she visited her cou "A Baseball Boy's Mother" has one year terms as well.
In the GOP contests, there will porters claimed a majority of the
sin. Miss Margaret Simmons in been received at The Courier-OaThe first change in the CMP Co.
be new tests of strength between delegates selected but McKeldin,
Thomaston.
zette office, but the name of the by-Iaiws cumulative voting at elec
the two chief rivals for the nomi who is said by friends to lean to
Mrs. Stephen Wdbb and Mrs. writer does not appear, as required tions of directors by stockholders.
ward Eisenhower although he is
nation.
Gleason McHenan visited Rock by a strict office rule. If this By this change a stockholder may
As was expected, Eisenhower publicly uncommitted, said he will
land Saturday.
omission is supplied the article multiply as many shares of voting
came out on top in the biggest control at least 18.
stock which he owns by Bhe total
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Lincoln and will be promptly used.
delegate contest Saturday, that in [ Dele-ware Democrats picked six
number of directors and either cast
Kerry Ames of North Haven were
the state of Washington. He won ; delegates, five of them unpledged
Union Church
them all as votes for one individual
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
20 of the state’s delegate votes to and uncommitted and the other
At the 11 o’clock service at Union or distribute them as he sees fit.
Herbert Ames.
four for Taft.
favoring Vice
President Alben
i Church Sunday, May 25, the pas
The second change in the toy- I
Mrs. Jessie Mossman and son tor, Rev. W. S Stackhouse deliv
The Ohio Senator continued to Barkley for the presidential nomi
laws increases from one-third to a |
Garold are in Rockland where they ered an able and inspiring address
hold the lead, however. In the As nation.
majority the number of votes rep- I
have employment at the Samoset in observance of Memorial Sun
Senator Kefauver is stated to
sociated Press tabulation of del
resenting outstanding shares of
I Hotel.
egates thus far selected. His mar get home State backing in Ten
day. Patriotic Orders in attendance capital stock required for a quorum
There will be no Union Church were Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs at stockholders’ meetings.
gin was 399 to 359 for Eisenhower. nessee, where Democrats convene
supper May 29 but it will be held Post, American Legion Auxiliary,
This represents a count of dele Thursday, Kefauver now has 116
The company’s big construction
on June 12.
gates pledged, instructed or willing delegates according to the AP tab
Spanish War Veterans and Ladies program will call for heavy capital
Laurence Oakes, son Larry and of the G.A.R. The altar and church expenditures during 1962 and 1953, '
to state a first ballot choice, and ulation to 84 1-2 for his nearest ri
Miss Muriel Oakes returned Thurs decorations were the flags and making it necessary to issue and
on candidate concessions. Nomina val. W. Averell Harriman.
day from Rockland.
Kefauver and Senator Russell of
tion requires 604 votes.
large baskets ol beautiful Spring sell securities in 1953. The stock
Mrs. Ronald Gilles and son flowers, artistically arranged by holders authorized increases in the
Elsenhower forces also gained a Georgia will contest for delegates ln
Ronald Jr., of Rockland are guests the floral commitee of the church. numbers of Shares of the preferred
non-delegate victory in Minnesota, the Florida primary today. Russell
of her mother Mrs. Edith Vinal and
putting over a backer of the Gen won the preferential primary on
Order of the service: Organ pre stock. 9100 par value and common
her aunt Mrs. Gertrude Hall at lude, Mrs. Louise Anderson, organ- stock, $10 par value.
eral as GOP national committee May 6, but it is not binding on the
their home on School street.
man. He is George F. Etzell, a delegates being named Tuesday.
At
the
end
of
1061
Central
Maine
j
| ist.
Both parties have bitter squab
newspaper publisher, who won out
Power Company was owned by I
Processional.
bles in Texas, where conventions
over
Taft's
state
campaign
man

22,852
stockholders,
of
whom
14.
Call to worship, pastor.
ager. Roy E. Dunn, who had held will be held today. Among the
Invocation, Lords Prayer, Gloria 464 were residents of Maine.
the post 16 years. The vote was 122 Democrats, the tussle is between
Hymn.
to 94. Gov. C. Elmer Anderson, an anti-Truman forces who want a
I Scripture.
NORTH WALDOBORO
Eisenhower supporter had backed completely free 58-vote delega1 Special Quartette Selection, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Eugley of
tion to the National Convention
Etzell.
Doris R. Arey, soprano. Mrs. Flora the Lincolnville center were callers
In Philadelphia Gov. John S.' and those who want the delegates
Brown, contralto. H. L. Coombs, at George Benner’s Saturday.
Fine retained tight control of 32 to pledge loyalty to what ever tick
tenor. David Duncan, bass.
Baked bean and covered dish
uncommitted Republican presiden et the convention selects.
Pastoral prayer.
supper at the Little Red School
There is a tight Taft-Eisenhower
tial delegate votes from the Key
Photo
by
Cullen
Anthem by the choir.
House, North Waldoboro. Saturday
Springtime has come and with it the robins and quartettes of baby robins. Mother robin holds a stone State and supporters of front fight in New Mexico, where the
Offertory prayer.
worm ready to feed the four gaping mouths of her brood in a tight little nest on the porch of the home
night.
running GOP candidates main state convention will be held Sat
within less than five feet of a door which is
Presentation of offerings, doxHomer Carroll has employment of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin .1. Gray at 6 Broad street.The nest is
tained a polite “no interference", urday, and a split delegation ap
used constantly and just under the shelter of the
porch roof on a grapevine.
ology.
at new Nadeaus Inn for the Sum
pears to be in prospect.
policy.
Hymn by choir and congregation. mer months.
Ever try taking a series of pic- varibly, she
selects the
wrong them to believe that the family cat
Sermon, "Fools Need Not Stay
Donald Janais of New Britain, tures of a pair of robins and their trunk and claws her way skyward i wasn’t the only whacky one ln the
Fools.”
Was Recognized
Conn., and Arnold Aldrich of Mont- young on a Sunday afternoon?
Quoddy Project
to dlscover that her quarry is household.
Benediction and Postlude.
pelier, Vt., students of Boston Uni- well it takec cm/ h™,. hr,,,,.. haPPY as a lark-pardon me robinAs the man behind the camera
versity spent Monday night and' a^d a !ot
hit“ nd m^L luck to thr“ °r four
a^ the settled down for another 10 or 15
Memorial Day Observance
Friendship For It No Mere Keen-Eyed Cop Penetrated
! minutes wait until the birds had
Memorial Day wlll be observed in Tuesday with Homer Carroll who accompiiSh anything resembling branch of another trunk.
Margaret Truman's
Election Move, Says
I Once in a great while, she does overcome their fears, the kids were
the usual order by Woodcock- Cas has returned home for the Sum- SUCCess.
Disguise
Gov.
Payne
j Of course it is handy if the I Pick out the right trunk, only to sure he was light in the top story.
sie-Coombs Post and American Le mer.
Mrs. Lavander Newbert and Mrs. ,obins come to you and proceed have the robins wait until she is
Perhaps you are wondering how
gion Auxiliary and other appendant
Margaret Truman once tried a
During my brief visit with you
and patriotic orders, with the new Merlin Eugley were in Portland to build a nest
a help t()0
about two feet away and her
carne about anyway. Well,
this evening I wish to discuss the Greta Garbo attempt at disguise
Vinalhaven High School Band of Saturday, guests of Mr. and Mrs
Having a cat in the family isn’t 1 tongue hanging out with anticipa- l'le 8°od
was traveling and
' and found she couldn’t get away
so handy. One time a few days tlon before
they hop toanother
with her not being home to prod much debated “Quoddy Power Pro with it, it was disclosed in an ar35 membere in new uniforms. The Dewey Robinson.
ject.” Many people have become
Mrs. William Gibson of New bacg
was njp and tuck as t0 branch,chirping
sarcastically
atint0 501,10household chores,it just
Post and Auxiliary will leave at
i tide in the June issue of McCall’s
| seemed a good time to do what he greatly confused on this project, I magazine.
9.30 Friday morning to assist with York is at her homehere
for a whether or not the cat v as going her.
as it has been an issue that can
the North Haven ceremonies. North weck.
to get the robins before the four
All in all. Kit is a nervous wreck had been wanting to do since the easily confuse unless the true facts I The President’s daughter, who Is
Haven Post and Auxiliary will re
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dean, Mrs. httle blue eggs hatched or not while Mr. and Mrs. Robin and the baby robl“' ha*hed out three da>’s
, interviewed and watched by re
are known.
turn with them and assist with the Winnie Sherman were Sunday now it is a problem whether the little robins are doing nicely, thank ij before.
porters at every turn, once decided
The Quoddy project has received
There is another of the series
observance in the afternoon in Vi guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lexton uttle ones are going to survive to you.
that she would like to get a report
my
full
support
year
in
and
year
i
which
shows
both
mother
and
Mank.
nalhaven.
ers eye view on a story. She rode
Of course, there is the little mat.
.fly.
out.
It
proposes
to
harness
the
tre

I A series of devices, which so far ter of the neighbors reaching the father robins at the nest with a
around New York City with a news
feed for their young. It may be mendous tides in the Bay of Fundy paper friend chasing police calls.
have balked the cat’s every to point where they think the photog
i by a series of dams, thereby as
coming out in The Courier soon.
But first she disguised herself,
i climb the vine, have resulted in rapher is slightly wackier than the
suring a continuous source of great
realizing she couldn’t get a sample
! the most frustrated and vile tem- cat. At that, anyone who will spend
power which would never be affect
of the real thing if recognized. She
----------------------------pered feline in the neighborhood three hours setting up a camera
ed by drouth or other hazards such
draped a silk scarf over her head,
I n -t mn n i
I
She bas even tried to make it and high speed strobe flash to get
as are prevalent on the normal
wore horn-rimmed glasses and
Possessed By 7,500 Rotary Clubs—Con across the clothes line showing in a bird picture must be nuts.
hydro-electric development.
held a handkerchief to her mouth
The neighbor's kids would pass
,.
*
ii
•
x~.,
Ebe pictures but only got a reThe power that would be genera
VentlOn In /v\eXICO L,lTy
sounding bump for her pains as by, on their way through the yard.
when anyone seemed to be looking
ted is not subject to the provisions
at her too closely," the article reshe was catapulted from the rope and stare at the array of photoof the Fernald Law and could be
'lates.
to the rail onto the porth floor w ith graphic equipment perched precarexported.
It
also
could
be
sold
to
With an attendance of more world who have received one-year1 a whjz and a bang she hasn’t iously on a bench a matter of two
She and her friend arrived at the
our Maine companies. However, its
than 8,000 Rotarians and members fellowship from Rotary Interna- tried any aeriahst stunts since.
j feet away from the nest. That, they
scene ol a tenement-house murder.
great
value
is
in
the
potential
of their families from 60 countries tional for study, as ambassadors of, T
jlg robins
now darned
Miss Truman feeling well protectThe
robins g
know
darned well
well could
could accept,
accept, but a bald headed
power that would attract large
of Europe, Asia. Africa, and North, goodwill, in countries other than they are safe and just scold madly character sitting just inside the
j ed by her disguise, listened interusers of power to locate near its
South and Central America, the their own.
. estedly while a policeman gave the
at her as she prowls back anti j back hall door with a string in his
source, such as aluminum, steel and
The speakers will be a student forth several feet beneath them I hand which was attached to the
43d annual convention of Rotary
reporter the story. Then the po
allied plants which require great
International was convened in from Argentina studying at the Now that the little ones are here 1 shutter of the camera was just a
liceman called the reporter aside
quantities of firm power at low
Mexico City by President Frank E. University of California, one from she has redoubled her efforts. Not little more than the usual
j and whispered in his ear.
iT
.7
cost in order to equal competition
England studying at the University being too bright a cat to start with,
Spain of Birmingham. Alabama.
ISlLi.i.
.
j
*.
"What did he tell you?” Miss
They would watch with awe from
in other sections.
Keynote of this five-day gather of Alabama, one from Mexico who she is wearing herself out trying to their vantage point over the fence,
Truman asked when they drove off.
"Your five minutes are up, deposit
My knowledge of the economy of
ing of business and professional studied at the University of Ne- get a dinner of young robln3.
another ten cents, puh-ieeze."
1
“He said he didn’t think lt was
after being shushed into immobil
that area of our State proves to I right to have to tell me about a
executives, who represent more breska, and one from the U. S. A. When the father and mother ity by the same bald character, as
me that this is the one real source
than 7,500 Rotary Clubs In 83 who is attending the University of take a spin out to the branches cf the robins swooped in with a worm
} bloody murder in a lady’s presIf you listen a little while to
countries, will be the internation Mexico. Grants for these Rotary a lilac bush a few feet away, she dangling from their bills. The bril the man who boasts that he always of building a strong and lasting ! ence." the reporter replied, “espeality of the Rotary organization. Fellowships over the past six years is after them. She hasn’t <5is- liant flash as the bird landed and says what he thinks, you’ll soon future for northern and eastern j daily when that lady was Miss
Throughout the convention pro have totaled more than $1,000,000. covered yet that there are several then the scrambling to reset the discover he’s not much of a Maine.
, Truman."
My faith in and consistent fight
gram. emphasis will be given to the
Rotary s President. Frank E. trunks to the 0Versized bush. In-1 shutter and change the film led thinker.
for "Quoddy" is well-known. I have
opportunities which Rotarians have, Spain, announced that during the
never been an election year advo
in all parts of the world, to work past 11 months, 225 new Rotary
cate—but rather a full time advo
for the achievement of one of the Clubs have been organized in 36
cate, and this led me to the con
countries,
bringing
the
membership
principal goals of Rotary—the ad
ference with the President and
vancement of international under of this worldwide service club or
Secretary of the Interior which re
ganization to an all-time high of
standing, goodwill and peace.
sulted
in the preliminary work
The Rotary convention program 358,000 business and professional
done last year by the engineers to
includes addresses by outstanding executives who are members of
see what the over-all survey would
speakers, discussion forums, the more than 7,500 Rotary Clubs in
RrC. Valae FW.7S
cost.
enactment of legislation, election of 83 countries and geographical re
Now $74.75 c
To
let
you
know
how
Mrs.
Dex

officers, and special entertainment gions.
$7.50 down,
ter Cooper, the widow of the man
$5 monthly
features. Rotarians also will study
who proposed ’’Quoddy" feels about
BERT
SAYS:
the common problems of their va
GLEN COVE
my work over the years, let me
rious businesses and professions
"Look at me—and do what I do. When I see that FLASH, I don't
George W. Hall and sister, Miss
quote from her letter to me of
and the many community-better Cora Hall, have returned to their
wait EVEN A HALF SECOND. I DUCK to avoid those things flying
March 25 this year. "Ever since I
ment actiivties engaged in by Ro Summer home on Megunticook
heard that you were running for
through the air. At the same time, I COVER up my head and neck
tary Clubs throughout the world. Lake, after spending the Winter in
Senator, I have meant to write and
for protection. It's easy. Now you try it. Quick now. DUCK and
Among the speakers scheduled to Clearwater, Fla. They were guests
tell how glad I am and yet howaddress the Rotary convention are Friday of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall.
COVER. Good."
sorry that I am not living ln Maine
Miguel Aleman, President of Mex
Mrs. William Partridge ol War
so I could vote for you. I feel a
ico: Dr. Alberto Lleras, Secretary- ren was guest Friday of her
vote for you is a vote for “Quoddy
General of the Organization of daughter, Mrs. Vera Cousins.
and am sure that if Dexter were
American States, and Rotarians
Allen Sawyer and William Seavey
Now you tan pet the complete
here, you would be his candidate.
from Brazil, Ecuador, England, of Rockland, were callers Saturday
G-E ironing set at a new, low
If there is anything I can do in
price. You'll iron easily, quick
France, Honduras, Hong Kong, Ja of C. E. Gregory.
ly, professionally — while you
any way, please let me know,
pan, Uruguay and the U. S. A.
sit in comfort. The carriage
signed Mrs. Dexter P. Cooper.
There is no place for bigotry in
One of the highlights of the con
table gives you "right-height”
This unsolicited letter speaks
ironing.
vention program will be a forum America—you must respect your
louder than any words I could ever
discussion participated in by four neighbor’s political and religous
• Portable ironor • "Fold-oway*
utter as to my sincere and devoted
carriago tabla • Adjustable pooof the 394 outstanding college convictions if you expect him to
NELSON
fur#
chair • Dustproof plastic cover
work in behalf of “Quoddy."
graduates from all parts of the respect yours.
Yes, see how easy ironing can
More has been done In the last
be! Carriage table folds away
BROTHERS
two years to sell "Quoddy than
for out-of-sight storage. Coma
most people know-. It has been sold
CLAYT
BITLER
in
for a demonstration today.
ARTESIAN WELLS
515 MAIN STREET
by
brochure,
radio,
magazine
arti

Wants To See YOU about
LEWIS HERBERT A SON
cles and to the Congress as a re
A CIVIL DEFENSE STORY FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN released by FCDA
ROCKLAND, MAINE
sult of the efforts of my office
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
NTRALjyVLAI
AINE
CENTR
Isleabora
TeL Dark Hbr 74-1
with the Washington County
...
CONTINUED
M-tf
Chamber of Commerce.

This Business of Taking Bird Pictures

BITTER BATTLES THIS WEEK

MOSEY
aw

ALL-TIME HIGH MEMBERSHIP

WW.V

... And the
talk of the town
is today’s low
price for a

BIG'52

FAST, EASY
IRONING...

AT.LOW COST

Outvalues them all
tor roominess,
comfort, safety,
visibility. Stop in
today and see the

’52 DODGE-the

car buy of the year!
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Speak On Missions

THOMASTON
l and Baetal Items, Notices sad Advertisements ma; be
or telephoned to
MHH. GLADYS CONDON, EKIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Mlsn Shirley Putnam who is at
tending the University of Maine
spent the week-end with her par
ents. Mr and Mrs Harold Putnam
The Federated Church w.ll hold
a Cooked Food and Flower Sale at
Donaldson's
Sfcore,
Thursday,
236 p m.
Mrs Martha Carter is a pat.»nt
at Knox Hospital
Mrs Stonie Jameson of Camden
is guest of Mrs Agnes Boynton
for a few days
The Bostonian Fashion Show
which was held at the home of
Mrs
Faustina Carney
Friday
night, was very successful; 16 were
present.
There will be a game party
Thursday night. 7.30 ai tiie Th naston Catholic Church Hall
Mrs Evariste Desjardins of Au
gusta is spending a few days at
her home with her aunt. Miss
Bertha Hal!
The Roaring 20's will meet Thurs
day night with Mrs Mertha An
derson.
Cagit Sayward Hall left Monday
for City Island. N. Y. w here he
will Join his boat, after spending
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E. E Barde, 23 Amesbury street.
Rockland, brought in a supply of
recent magazines.
—KCOH—

The "R. N. Club" has been invi
ted to an outdoor fireplace supper
at the home of Miss Jacqueline
Blethen. R. N.. at 47 Lawn avenue.
The hour has been set for 6.30 p.
m. tonight iweather permitting.)
Following the picnic, all the nurses
are invited to return to the Nurses
Home, to hear Dr Frederick Den
nison, of Thomaston, discuss "The
Use of an Artificial Kidney." This
program will be given at 8 p. m.
AU Nurses are cordially invited to
attend this evening discussion

a week with his aunt. Miss Bertha
Hall. On his return, he will go on
a cruise at the Great Lakes
David and Donald Saastamoinen
of Cushing spent the week-end
with their grandparent Mr and
! Mrs. Everett Condon
Mrs Seymour Miller Is in Al
bany. N. Y for a few days On her
return home Mr Miller will accom
pany her. to spend the holiday here
at his home.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the St
James' Episcopal Church held a
card party Friday evening at the
home of Mrs Ralph Cushing. Knox
street There were 17 tables in
play. Highest scores were: High
score for contract for men, Harry
Sweeney; high score for women.
Mrs Harry Sweeney
Highest
score in samba: Miss Hilda George;
highest score in pinochle: Mrs
Margaret Pietroski: highest score
m canasta for women. Mrs. Emma
Hayes; for men Harold Dana.

The Federated Churoh will hold
a Cooked Food and Flower Sale,
Thursday, Mav 29. at 230 p m at
Donaldson’s Store.
64-lt

Mrs Eva Stone. Lincolnville Beach;
Mrs. Eva May Mathews, City; Ba
by Lois Seavey, City; Mrs. Minnie
E. Vasso, City; Baby Jullianne
Boothby, City; Mrs. Gertrude Sa
lo, Owl's Head: Mrs Annie Colla
more. Rockport;
Mrs
Shirley
Phelps, City; Joshua N. Southard,
City: Mrs. Hazel M. Tolman,
Thomaston: Mrs. Emily E. Win. cher.bach, Waldoboro; Master Mark
E. Lawrence. City; Sidney Tucker,
Jonesport; Thomas Ryan, City;
Mrs. Louise Copeland. Warren;
Mrs. Barbara Blastow. City: Mrs.
Kathleen Fullerton, City: Vernall
Gilliam. Bath; Mrs. Edith M Col
lins. City; Mrs. Carrie Brann, City;
Mrs Audrey Johnson, City; Mrs.
Ruth B Griffin. Thomaston; Miss
Brenda Mae Miller, Thomaston;
Mrs. Marion Polk, City.
Discharges:
Sidney
Tucker,
Jonesport; Thomas Ryan, City;
Mrs. Barbara Blastow. City; Mrs.
Louise Copeland, Warren; Mrs.
Kathleen Fullerton, City; Vernall
Gilliam, Bath; Mis Edith M. Col
lins, City; Mrs. Carrie Brann, City;
Mrs. Audrey Johnson, City; Mrs.
Ruth B. Griffin, Thomaston; Miss
Brenda Mae Miller, Thomaston;
Mrs Marion Polk, City; Master
Mark E. Lawrence, City; Alton D
Wincapaw, Glen Cove; Master
Douglas Sukeforth, Burkettville.

DELIA LIBBY HALLOWELL
—KCOH—
Mrs. Delia Libby Hallowell, 71.
Mrs. Julia Shattuck has been on
widow of the late Elbridge Hallo
vacation during the last three
well of Jefferson died May 19 after
weeks in May.
an extended illness. She had lived
—KCGH—
in Rockland the last six and one
Mrs Shirley Phelps was dis half years, making her home with
charged from the hospital Thurs her daughter, Mrs. Wiima Huntday. May 22.
ley. 16 Simmons street
—KCOH—
She bore her years of suffering
Miss Miriam Crouch, R. N., As
with great courage and fortitude,
sociate Professor at Boston Univer
strengthened by her love for her
sity, returned to Boston, following
children and her faith in God.
the Orthopedic Institute Thursday
She was born Aug. 19, 1880,
night.
daughter of William and Amelia
—KCGH—
Hart of Union Mrs. Hallowell was
The Coastal Regional Area will
a member of the Rockland Educa
hold its meeting-at 6 p m. Wed
tional Club. W.C.T.U. and the
nesday. June 4, in Damariscotta, at
Thomaston Baptist Church.
Cheechako Inn. Mrs. Mary Morris
Surviving are her three children,
and Mrs. Ethyl Morse will be host
Mrs. Verna Jones and Mrs. Wilma
esses. Miss Phvllis Caswell.. R. N.,
Huntley of Rockland; Douglas
will discuss "Nursing" and Miss Libby, Foxboro, Mass.; a sister.
Veino Kangas will review "Labora Mrs. Nora Andrews. Jefferson. Me.;
tory Problems"
two grand-daughters. Miss Patricia
—KCOH—
Jones of Rockland, Mrs. Marian
Admittances: Mrs. Edna Wil
Brann of Cooper’s Mills and three
liams, Thomaston; Glenn Tinker,
great grand-children, all of Coop
City; Albert York. Tenant's Har
er’s Mills.
bor; Mrs. Marion L. Blake, City;
Services were from Davis Funeral
Home. Thomaston. Rev. John Fitz
patrick officiating. Burial was in
the Village cemetery.

Mrs. Mary E. Anderson

Rev Mis Mary E. Anderson.
Nazarene missionary to India, will
speak in two services in this area
on May 28 and 29 On May 28.
she will be at the Union Church of
the Nazarenz and on the 29th in
the North Waldoboro Church of
the Nazarene.
Mts. Anderson will be remem
bered by many in this area as Miss
Mary' Jones, a former pastor of
both of these churches some 20
years ago. before her marriage to
Rev. J Willis Anderson. with whom
she has spent many years on the
mission fields ir. India.
Rev and Mrs. Anderson will returan to India in July to continue
their work there All are invited
to attend the services which will
begin at 7.30.
Rich Americans go to Europe to
get culture and cultured Europeans
come to America to get themselves
rich.

Attractive Book

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL. 2197

Half a million copies of a new,
full-color Maine sardine recipe
book are now in process of nation
wide distribution, according to the
industry’s
executive
secretary,
Richard E Reed
He said that the 32 page book,
containing 62 tested recipes, was a
phase of the industry's 25c a case
ax financed merchandising and
development program designed to
taoilize and simulate the state’s
multi-million dollar sardine busi
ness.
Th? book features money and
tiiiiesaving recipes as well as many
sardine suggestions for special oc
casions. school
lunches, dainty
cana ies and protein rich main
dishes. It also carries a description
of the fishing and packing process
now being utilized by 47 modern
plants.
"We have attempted to show
present and potential sardine cus
tomers that Maine sardines are an
outstandin, versatile, tasty, nour
ishing. low cost food,” Reed stated.
He said that the book was the
first publication of its kind ever put
out by the industry and that it had
received very favorable comments
from food editors, home economists
and other., who have had advance
copies.
More than 25.039 individual re
quests for copies have been re
ceived as a result of mention of
the book in recent industry adver
tising.
Reed said that copies could be
obtained by contacting his office,
Maine Sardine Industry, 48 Win
throp street. Augusta, Me.

Capt. and Mrs Raymond May
hew, son Dean and Mrs. Helen
Dean of Milford. Conn., spent the
week-end at their home on Lime
rock street.
Mrs Jennie Gilmore is spending
a vacation in Washington D. C. as
the guest of her sister.
Mrs Eleanor Hutchins, who is
visiting in Rockville. Conn., suf
fered a broken leg and other Injur
ies in automobile accident. She is
a patient at the Manchester Me
morial Hospital in Manchester,
Connecticut.
Mrs. Frank Rolerson of East
Hartford. Conn., was the week-end
guest of her sister and brother-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins
The annual meeting of the Con
gregational Ladies Circle will be
held at the parish house. Wednes
day, May 28 Tea will be served.
Mrs. Fred Eddy is visiting with
her daughter and family, Mr and
Mrs. Wilson Spencer, at South Conventry. Conn.
There will be a regular business
meeting of the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church. Thursday night at
7.30.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Cornell of
Philadelphia spent the week-end in
town.
The Ladies Circle of the Chestnut
Street Baptist Churcji will meet
Wednesday afternoon
at
the
church at 2 p m.
Mrs Marion Gray. Mrs. Golda
Hall, Mr and Mrs. Murray Smith
and Mrs Kenneth Herrick, attend
ed guest officers night at Puritan
Rebekah Lodge in Tenants Har
bor, Thursday night. Mrs Gray,
Mrs. Hall and Mrs Smith served
as guest officers from Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Lodge.
The monthly meeting of the So
dality of Our Lady of Good Hope
will be held Wednesday at 7 30 p.
m., in the church.
>
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hall and
children of Ozone Park N. Y„ and
Mrs. Daniel Dickens arrived Wed
nesday at Mrs. Dickens home

Graphic Description Of Interesting and
Beautiful Places They Saw
(By Mary Hal!)
of the Royal family. The seating
space is marked with names from
the King and Queen down to the
valets and maids and have been
left there for the past 150 years.
We then returned to Stockholm
where we had a wonderful dinner
in the Palm Garden of the Grand
Hotel. In the evening all the
cruise people went to Richard
Crook's concert We were much
surprised because it was held out
of doors. Tnat must be a European
custom. Anyway, he sang mighty
well, and we all had a lot of fun.
July 26: We spent the morning
shopping. Sweden is the home of
the lovely Orrefou glass. They en
grave lt like silver and although it
is very expensive we just had to
buy a vase, which was very lovely.
Then they have green pottery in
laid with silver. That too, is ex
pensive. $4.50 for Just an all tray.
We also bought hunting knives of
the famous Eskilstuna steelware.
Tha ship presented us with big
Swedish dolls in lovely costumes.
The big department store, Nordiska
Kompaniet is excellent. We even

AT STRAND TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

photo by Cullen
Rockland High Seniors staged a rollicking blackface show last evening in the school auditorium and
are repeating it tonight. In front are Bill McLoon and Maynard Bray as the show opened. With them
are Lucie Lewis, Dianne Merrill, Evelyn Norton and Justin Cross. Members of the chorus
35 .'ire in the
background. The show played to a packed house Monday and goes on again tonight to make sure that
everyone has an opportunity to see the annual event which will be the Senior’s last eff°rt
the dramatic
field in high school.

bought Swedish Christmas cards.
As they had a fine restaurant, we
ate lunch there.
In the afternoon we went to Saltjooaden, the resort for Sweden. We
went down by electric train i about
one and one-half hours) and back
by boat. The Grand Restaurant at
Saltsjotoaden is a place so noted
that nearly every visitor goes there.
We raw a beautiful little church
designed by Boberg. The hotels
seemed inexpensive for such attrac
tive ones.
It was most enjoyable going back
to Stockholm on the little steamer.
Nearly everyone in Stockholm has
a boat of some kind and go off to
their cottage for the Summer. We
sailed in and out among the little
islands and made many stops and
saw many happy people. And so
back to the "Kungsholm" which
looked beautiful—a blaze of light in
the harbor. Everyone was thrilled
with Stockholm. Now we are off
for Copenhagen.
July 23. Copenhagen. Denmark
We arrived at Copenhagen late
Sunday afternoon, and because of
■ the high wind and the rough sea,
we got stuck in the mud. Finally
•ve did get ashore and spent the
' evening at "Tivoli," one of the fin
est amusement parks in the world.
It was a huge place and different
entertainments were going on
everywhere.
There was music, i
dancing, fireworks and fine places
to eat Some of the little playa
were delightful. We saw a tiny
Cinderella with a coach and white ,
ponies
I Just loved peeking
through a rented periscope at per
formances on half a dozen stages
OI the many restaurants the Wivex
in the Tivoli Gardens is the best
’ know'n. Here they serve the very
best Danish sea food.
Juiy 29: The bicycle, as a means
of social tran .portation. practically
disappeared in America in the "Gay
Nineties." Not so in Copenhagen.
! Where in the world are there so
' many bicycles?
In Copenhagen four palaces of
■ uniform design surround Amalienberg Square. In one of them lives
the King, two others are occupied

by the royal family, and the fourth
contains the coronation room. We
saw the King as we were motoring I
along. The streets were full of peo- I

Vic Vet Jays

Thomaston Little
League Team
THURSDAY, MAY 29
50c

COFFEE SERVICE

Music Bv The Hawaiianaires

64-65

2d Smash Hit
CHILDREN
UNDER IX

r&e
HAY6KQUW

VETERANS way RECEIVE

FURNITURE • WALLS
AND WOODWORK

Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,
TEL. 20
THOMASTON, MAINE

Two Cento a Card.
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building
1-T-tf

1

in

"ST0P

THE

BLUE VEIL
‘ SANTA FE’

VA EXPENSE... NOWSERVICE

GAME PARTY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
3 Complete Shows

1.30—6.15—8.30

Double Feature

Get the whole gory story
of yellow journalism!
Blackmailers . . . Love
Nesters • • • Kiss and
Run Killers!

"a -

’ FRIDAY-SATURDAY: Rough! Rugged; Real!

with Randolph Scott

lonmwiHf arwrana

In Technicolor!!

The story of a scandel scavenger,
keyhole king of the yellow journal
ists, is told in "Scandal Sheet,"
newest film vehicle of Academy
Award star Broderick Crawford, costarring John Derek and Donna
Reed which opens today on the
screen
of
Rockland's
Strand
Theatre.
Crawford, slugging star of "The
Mob" appears in "Scandal Sheet"
as Mark Chapman, the stop-at-

nothing editor of a big town news
paper who builds and maintains
the circulation of his newspaper by
making every page a peep show
and every headline an invictation
to crime. With the help of his
crime-hunting protege ace reporter
John Derek, despite uie opposition
of the latter's sweetheart, Donna
Reed.
"Scandal Sheet” will continue its
local engagement through Wednes
day night.

"MILLIONAIRE FOR CHRISTY ’

MAINES

IV> O 5 T

TODAY-WEDNESDAY
MAY 27-28
She Laughs, Cries, Dances and
Romances
She's Out To Get Her Man!
Sec M-G-M's

FREDERIC MARCH in

FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

THURSDAY ONLY, MAY 29
Joseph Cotten, Barbara Stanwyck
Louis Calhern. Leslie Caron in
"THE MAN WITH A CLOAK"

LOBSTERS AND CLAMS COOKED TO ORDER
Picnic Pavillion
RT. 220 FROM WALDOBORO and
RT. 97 FROM SOUTH WARREN

64-65

DRIVE-IN

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

“DEATH OF A SALESMAN”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MAY 30-31
Dale Robertson, Joanne Dm in
“RETURN OF THE TEXAN"
Also Special Added Attraction:
WALT DISNEY'S
True-Life Adventure
“THE OLYMPIC ELK”
In Technicolor

| SMASHING***RACKET.,
I
if

'r>L mio^ire

Camden Theatre

THE LOBSTER POT

Meals Served 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.

Ovik

WALDO THEATRE
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
MAY 27-28

Re-Opens Thursday, May 29

MODERN

jwohct mchth phom

aiA

Plus 2nd Feature

also FRED MacMURRAY in

HreraHfajzTajEjzjarararerararajafa

for

Sid Melton

JANE WYMAN

web

OUT-PAiIENTTRCATMENT at

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office

Just because a man believes in
free speech doesn't mean that he
has to believe everything that he
hears.

Jimmie Hanson

__ _____ _ . __

AND SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR

For fall information contact roar nearest

J

Democracy is not a cure for war
but war is a cure for democracy.

TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY ONLY!

VETERANS WITH

2*4

X.

64 66

SERVICE CONNECTED OlSABILITIES

CONNECTED CASES ARE NOT
ENTITLED TO UHS TYPE OP CARE

Relwkahs To Entertain

A regular business meeting of
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
be held on Wednesdty evening,
May 28, at 7.30 On Thursday night
May 29 a special meeting will be
held, when Miss Mary Norina Elms
of Dover-Foxcroft, President of
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine,
will make her official visit to the
lodge A cordial invitation is ex
tended to all Rebekas to attend this
meeting. Refreshments
will be
served at the close of the meeting.

HIS TRUMPET and
HIS ORCHESTRA

Vic Vet jay $

Benefit

to bring good luck but I always
thought that they brought babies.
The most famous Dane, as far as
America is concerned is Hans
Christian Anderson. All over the
world, he is remembered for his
fairy tales. Odense, when he was
born, is just a few miles from
Copenhagen oh Ihe island of Fjen.
The house where he was born and
even the water-hole where the bell
was lost, is there.
fTo be continued)

pie as all the farmers from the vil- '
lages came to Copenhagen on the
day we were there. They were
planning some kind of a strike and
the King was giving them an au
dience.
We went on a sghtseeing drive,
visiting the leading places of inter
est. At the Rosenborg Palace, we
saw diamonds as big as peas, emer
alds, pearls, and other precious
stones among the Crown jewels.
The Amalieraborg Palace had a gor
geous marble church. In front of 'V A, U N D EC THE LAW, CANNOT ’
the Palace at noon, the changing
guarantee or insure a gi
of the guards is interesting.
LOAN TO BOY AN AUTOMOBILE
In the Amalienborg Palace is the
FOR PLEASURE PURPOSES
round tower with a special cause
... TUE VETERAN MUST PROVE
way which Peter the Great, on a
PE NEEDS THE OAR IN THE
visit, traversed in coach and four.
conduct of wis Business
The Town Hall is very handsome.
OR OCCUPATION
The Royal Library had old Ice
landic manuscripts about Lief Eric
son s voyage to Vinland. In the
National Museum we saw excellent
Danish and Eskimo ancient tilings.
At the Thorvald-en Museum were
the originals of all the works of
the sculptor. Thorvaldsen made
the design for "The Lion of Lu
cerne” which we saw in Switzer
■^J
land one time. He is the greatest
sculptor in northern Europe.
The Grimdtvig church is a fan
.1 full information contact your nearest
tastic modern building, made in
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office
the shape of a pipe organ in honor
ol a writer of Danish hymns. The
It isn't the size of a man or na
Gefion Monument represents a tion that counts—its the spirit.
giantess, who with her team of
bulls, ploughed Zealand out of
Scania In the early days Copen
hagen was called Zealand or SeaOAKLAND PARK
land.
ROUTE 1 - ROCKPORT
Copenhagen means "Merchants'
Harbor.” When we returned to the
Grand Opening
ship for lunch, we noticed the wist
ful little bronze mermaid seated
Sat., May 31
on her wind-swept rock, which is
an exquisite embodiment of Hans
DANCING 9 to 1
Christian Anderson’s immortal fan
tasy. In all Europe she is my fa
In Person
vorite. We have a copy of her
in bronze that was given to us.
Danes encourage storks to nest
on their roofs as they are supposed
Of Fred Waring Fame

DANCE

SOUTH CUSHING

camden

Contains 62 Tested Recipes
For the Use Of Maine
Sardines

ROCKLAND GIRLS IN FINLAND

We went over St Erikl's Bridge
to the Engeltorekt Church, which is
a charming modern church TYien
we went out to Skausen. the Open
Air Museum. Here we saw special
folk dances Skansen was formerly
a deer park with villas. Now It
covers 70 acres.
Houses, churches and old' mills
have been brought there and set up
in surroundings like the originals.
There is a model of the city of
Vislby, and one of a Lapp encamp
ment. The houses have joewter,
copper, and old embroideries and
even the gardens are planted with
old-fashioned flowers. We had a
delicious lunch at Hasseltoucken
Restaurant
Then we went out to Drottingholm to visit the Royal Summer
Palace.
Drottingholm is the Swedish
Versailles. It means Queen's Island
and is on Lake Malaren. The
Palace is very lovely. Perhaps the
most interesting theatre in the
world, is the theatre at Drotting
holm. It was built in 1764 by
King Adolph Frederick for the use

Rockland High Minstrels Repeat Tonight

<

“LOVE IS BETTER
THAN EVER”

Rehert Cbrke

with Elizabeth Taylor
and Larry Parks

“DAVID AND
BATHSHEBA”

807 hirenit

TODAY—June Allyson

SHORTS and CARTOON
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
MAY 29-30
Mighty as Goliath! See this
Grand Technicolor Production:
Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward,
Raymond Massey in

loss Ford

A ■IPWtIC PICTW• g

“GIRL IN WHITE”
Screen Ptow > R0 sHU^MAN. tUGCM IMC arf JMK3 PG(
PtaBwcwd H (WW
• «*«*< *

Shows at: 2.00-6.40-8.45

SWSB

4

A Ttmday-Thurcday-Satuntey
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Likes Long Valley

Former Rockland Boy and
Pleasant Beach Summer
Resident Writes Typi
cal Letter

BAKER-PERRY NUPTIALS

Social Matters

GIRL SCOUTS COURT OF AWARDS

Engagement

Seven Honored Friday With Curved Bar
Rank; Many Received Lesser Awards

Mrs. J Albert Jameson and Mrs , Mrs. William H. Wincapaw of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
You've seen us mentioned often, George Avery are co-chairmen of , New York is a guest at The Thornthe plant and garden gadget sale ! dike Hotel for a few days,
Seven girls received the curved Gloria Esancy, Patricia Gac, Martha
and have you ever wondered what
to be held Wednesday at 1 o’clock
bar.
highest award in Girl Scout- Grossman, Pamela Gay, Lendasort of a place this mlgnt toe? Here
the drlveway and garage at the
Mrs. Eva M Mathews of 29 Phil
ing, at the annual court of awards Mae Jackson, Pehelope Kaler,
is an article about amodeldairy home of M„ Hervey c Allen
brick avenue is a surgical patient
held Friday night at the Cominun- Brenda Lewis. Patricia Mahoney,
...E^JaZ'0rJ_0“,Of
Limerock street.
Anyone having at Knox Hospital.
ity Building. Bars were awarded Ruth Rowling, Judith Segal,
men who distributes milk foT the
plants or gadgets to donate please
to Rosalie Halligan of Troop 10, Patricia Stevens, Joan Sullivan,
dairy passes this house the very
call Mrs. Arthur Haines and they
Mrs. Kathleen Harriman and Mrs. Elaine Thompson, Jean Witham,
Mrs. Daphne Winslow Merrill of
A^rst on his trips, so, we get milk
will be called for.
Leona Whitehill, leaders; Mary Joan Gherardi, Janet Plummer,
Fryeburg, president of the State
very early in the morning.
Sullivan, Madonna Fogg, Sylvia Jean Hadlock. Mary McFarlene,
Federation of BPW, will speak at
“We bought an extra large re
Mrs. William A. Ellingwood of
Sulides. Lynn Duncan, Judy Childs, Brenda Hill, Katherine Byrne,
frigerator, so we can store milk, Winterport was the week-end guest i the birthday party and initiation
and Suzanne Barstow, all of Troop Donna Mitchell, Carlene Wooster.
and we have done it, but not now. of Mrs. Henry Lurvey, Masonic j of new members to be held Wed8, Mrs. Walter Barstow, leader.
_
i nesday evening at 7 o’clock in the
Also, we bought an 18-cubic foot street.
Troop 12
I Girls who received five year pins
; rfotel Thorndike. New officers will
Deep Freeze—an electric generator
Leaders, Mrs Virginia Bird and
were: Rosalie Halligan, Madonna
to take care oi the freezer, the
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Crozier of !j also be initiated.
Mrs Joan Estes Carol Ann Bick
Fogg. Nancy Griffith, Dorinda
pump, the furnace and the lights Ithaca, N. Y., were guests last week
nell, Deanna Estes, Joyce Black,
Coughlin,
Judy
Marr,
Judy
Pease.
when storms destroy the power of Mrs F M Faber, Owl's Head. ! Mrs. Ray Eaton was hostess to
Ruth-Ann Jackson, Raeberta Jor
Ann Savitt, Allie Gray, Joyce Black,
lines. And, we’ve had occasions Mrs Faber also had as guest over 1 the Mite Club Monday afternoon.
dan, Anita Knowlton, Judith Mer
Sandra Hardy, Betty Williamson
when we were indeed happy to the week-end, Miss Mildred Gill- . High scores in contract were won
chant, Linda Mountfort, Patricia
Miss Vivian Lorraine Muller
and Marcia Jones
by Mrs. Fred Linekin and Mrs
have the generator.
ette of Lexington, Mass
Oxton, Alice Philbrook
Named First Class Scouts were
Ernest
Buswell.
Refreshments
The generator is not powerful
Mr and Mrs. George J. Muller
Madeline Post, Jacqueline Ra
Beatrice Harvey, Barbara White
enough to take care of all of our
Mr. and Mrs C. Poletti of Quincy ! were served following the play
pose, Corinne Simmons, Harriet of 34 Concord street, Glastonbury,
hill,
Harriet
Levco,
all
of
Troop
10.
electrical gadgets, so we bought an Mass.,
spent
the
week-end Mrs Seabrook Gregory will enter
Sleeper, Mildred Staples, Gloria Conn., announce the engagement of
Sandra Hardy, Judy Marr, Judy
oil stove to cook on, and it has with her parents, Rev. and Mrs tain the club June 9
Felds, Margaret McClure.
their daughter, Vivian Lorraine, to
done well We cook, and Elwood Herman R. Winchenbaugh, Granite
Pease, Barbara Trenholm, Helen
Mrs.
Lena
K.
Sargent
entertained
Doherty,
Betty
Williamson,
Marcia
Troop 2
Taylor comes up and lugs the oil street. They were here to attend
Thomas A. Bell, son of Mr. and
Jones, Barbara Brazier, Ann Savitt. I Leaders, Mrs. Helen Plummer, Mrs. Earl P. Bell of Rockland.
Jitove down to his house and they the Perry-Baker wedding on Sat T.HE. Club Monday night. Prizes
in auction were won by Mrs. Dan
cook—back and forth the little urday.
Sandra Strickland, Cynthia Sher- Mrs. Evangeline Sylvester, KathMiss Muller is a graduate of
Paulitz, Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs.
stove goes.
(There’s 1500 gallons
man, and Dorinda Coughlin, all of ryn Argyle, Bonnie Billings, Mary
Glastonbury
High School, and is
fuel oil supply.
Troop 11.
Carr, Carolyn Chatto, Carol Cross,
The Odds and Ends of the Con Joseph Emery. Mrs. Ray Eaton
Until the firet World War, this gregational Church met in the par woij the traveling prize. Late lunch
! Dorothy Naum, Mary Boyd, and Carol Ann Cummings, Diane De- now employed at Pratt & Whitney
place was called “German Valley.” lors Thursday night with Mrs. was served.
Donna Rogers, %11 of Troop 8
shon, Rebecca Dow. Susan Eaton, Aircraft.
Mr Bell is a graduate of Rock
A number of years ago, a group Dorothy Stevens, Mrs. Hazel Spear
Girl Scout Commissioner, Mrs. Harriet Epstein, Diane Morse,
Ruth Mayhew Tent DUV will
of people known as Pennsylvania and Mrs. Luella Post as hostesses.
Barbara Griffith welcomed the Martha Lowe, Brenda McKinney, land High School, and Husson
Dutch"—Germans, who had settled Plans were announced for the an conduct the water service in con
Scouts and guests. The Brownie Carol
Sulin, Eunice
Winslow, College in Bangor. He also served
with the Armed Forces for a year
in Pennsylvania, started on a trek nual banquet to be held Thursday, nection with the parade Friday.
fly-up ceremony was performed by Gloria Colpritt.
to New York—when they reached Junt 5, at Beach Inn, Lincolnville Mrs. Ada Payson, patriotic instrucBrownie Troops Two and 12. In- ! Intermediate Scout awards were and a half. He is now employed
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
this place they stayed, as it re- Beach. Members are requested to , l°r, invites other patriotic orders
termediate Scout awards were given presented to the following girls:
A Fall wedding is planned.
monded them of the Valiev of the call Miss Mary Wasgatt for reser- S
take flowers to GAR HaU to be
to Troops 6, 7, 10 and 11. The
Troop 6
Ruhr. Their descendants are still va tions.
used as a memorial to their mem
,,
Photo by Cross sonK ' Hym" t0 Scouting” was sung Leaders, Evelyn Halligan and Donna Rogers. Mary Sullivan and
here, and the houses they built
bers who lost their liveS at sea. All
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stanley Baker (Miss Earlene Mae Perry)
by girls of Troop 11, Mrs. Blake E)eanor Newbert. Deanna Allard, gylv
ia Sulides.
are fine specimens of the Pennsyl
Miss Barbara Bay and Miss Mar Gold Star Mothers and Fathers are ; Miss Earlene Mae Perry, daughter brothers of the bridegroom. Donald AnmS leader
Carolyn Bird, Betty Brann, Mary ,
vania Dutch stone houses. The cia Lindquist will entertain the invited to meet at the Memorial
Troop 11
of Mr. and Mrs. Earle C. Perry , Kelsey, Jr., of Augusta and Robert
SC°UtS actlng “Ellen
Brown, Anna Coughlin,
walls of the houses ve very thick cast of the minstrel show and mem Marker on Union street when The
Leaders of the troop are: Mrs.
Kane of Waldcboro.
j ushers for the evening were. Joan (Eynda Goodnow, Judy Harriman,
- stone was cheap—the windows are bers of the Senior class Tuesday Daughters re-decorate this monu- 73 Rankin street, became the bride |
fniinwed th.
<, 'Duncan’ Carol Grant, Carolyn Begina Hyland, Gail Ladd, Harriet Eugenia Annis, Mrs Frances Sav
ftmall—glass was expensive.
A reception followed the cere- Bray Marjorie Hart, and Ann
itt, and Miss Jeannine Leach. Re
evening at the home of Mr and ment at the conclusion of the of Earl Stanley Baker, son of Mr
Ladd.
The people engaged in dairying Mrs. Walter Bay, Ash Point. •
awards
were:
Nancy
i parade.
and Mrs Archie Baker of Sharon ' mony
Tracy.
Accompanists were Mrs. j Judy McKinney, Priscilla New ceiving
and the silos they built make pic --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ' Penn., Saturday night at 7 o’clock tastefully decorated with baskets Nathalie Snow and Mrs Barbara
Griffith. Dorinda Coughlin. Judy
bert, Nancy O'Biien, Mary Jean
turesque landmarks. Many of the
Marr, Judy Pease, Ann Savitt, Allie
| at a candlelight ceremony in the of white roses, snapdragons and Griffith.
the mountain. This house is one of melts into the fields.
Rowling, Rose Ann Small, Mary
gladioli,
by
Mrs.
Benedict
Dowling,
Pennsylvania Dutch family names
Gray, Marcia Jones, Betty William
A
freight
line
runs
through
the
;
Congregational
Church,
with
Rtv
Attendance
clusters
were
pre

Soule. Verna Marie Studley, Sandra
have changed considerably in spell Pennsylvania Dutch stone ones and valley and from here, She long, i Charles R. Monteith performing j assisted by Mrs. John A Black
son, Sandra Hardy.
sented to the Brownie Troops as Sylvester, Helen Winslow
Mrs. Carl Reed. Mrs. Charles Scho
ing, for which we can be grateful. is a truly traditional house. "L.H." long, long line a! cars look very ' the double-ring ceremony,
Helen Doherty, Barbara Tren
follows:
There
are two churches—the has insulated the stone walls with like toy cars, and the whistle is ! Evergreens, baskets of white field. Mrs. Donald Kelsey and Miss
Troop 10
holm, Sandra Strickland, Cynthia
I
Troop 3
' Leader Mrs. Molly Philbrook Sherman, Barbara Brazier, Diane
Lutheran and the Presbyterian— two inches of fibre glass wth sheets far enough away not tc annoy us. 1 gladioli, snapdragons, palm leaves Gladys Blethen.
of aluminum over that and then
The bridal party was assisted! Leaders. Mrs. Marie Studley and Barbara Beal piavifia Billings, Ju- Valenta, Rose Flanagan, Mary
both old churches.
We never tire of watching thc lemon leaves and candelabra, arThe South Branch of the Raritan panelled the walls with knotty pine. freight cars travel through the ranged by Walter Morse, made an in receiving by the parents :Mrs. Corinne Hughes, Maigaret
Carver, Dorothy Childs, Mary Hubbard Carol Steele and Betty
River runs through the valley and . Double windows have been in valley.
' attractive setting for the ceremony. of the bride and bridegroom. Black, Dianna Borgerson, Donna Lou Cole, Judy Davis, Sylvia Withee.
lures fisher folks from miles around stalled.
wore a Brackett,
Judy
Brann. Ruth Doherty. Marcia Foley. Marie GardGrace Gr°en Shaw and Louis Mrs. Faith Berry, organist, played The bride’s mother
Troop 10
It is a simply wonderful house
for trout fishing is supposed to toe
Gayle Carver, Barbara
i Eaton Shaw, who live in East | the traditional wedding inarches gown of .rose silk iridescent or-! Brewer,
...
„
,
_
, ,
iner> Sherrar Hooper.
Mrs. Kathleen Harriman and
good here. The season is open and to live in Winters. The Mountain Orange come up and just love the and accompanied Richard Giles who ganza with corsage of W’hite gar- Childs, Valerie Coye. Jaynee Cum-, gandra Minot, Barbara McFar- Mr„
Leona whitehill
leaders
we see cars from other counties is in back of us—just a narrow road place—they spent a day here two sang "How Do I Love Thee,” denias. The bridegroom’s mother mings, Jeanne Estes. Jeanne Foley, lan(J Janice phiuips Barbara Phil- j ce Blaclt Sandra Harriman’
and the Inn profits a lot at noon between us and it, and the moun weeks ago and on the 13th, we, the i “Thru The Years,” and “The wore an aqua lace gown with cor- Sharon Grant
brook, Donna Poulin, Janet Rack- Ruth wnUam
patricia Yorke;
tain keeps the north winds from
time.
sage of pink sweetheart roses.
Katherine Gray. Susan Hall, Jo- Hff Priscilla Smith. Earlene Say.
Beatrice Harvev HarJohnsons of Long Valley—and we , Wedding Prayer."
Many of the roads here are very blowing down our necks. The house are just that, there are no other
Mrs. Peggy Knight was in charge anna Haskell, Patty Hughes, Janet ward Elizabeth Sulides
The bride, given in marriage by
riet Levco, Helen Hart, Sylvia
steep—it is a hilly country—there is 60 feet long and faces south, so Johnson here—are going to spend ! her father, was lovely in an import- of the guest book. The caterer was Jordan, Ann Ladd, Ruth-Ann
Troop 7
Mackie, Connie Gray, Barbara
are several roads over Schooley's when the Valley is full of sunshine, the afternoon and evening with : ed embroidered organdy gown en Edward Mayo. Serving were Mrs. Loker, Diana Lothrop, Barbara
Mountain and we are one of the so this house is full of sunshine— Giace and Louis in their home in train. Her tulle veil, fell from a Eenedict Dowling, Mr.s. Carl Reed, , Mayo, Elizabeth Munsey, Penny Leaders. Miss Evelyn Dillstrom. Marsh, Cynthia Palmer, Barbara
•’side" roads—about half way up the snow does not get dirty, just East Orange. Louis Shaw’s hobby cap of embroidered organdy ap- Mrs. Charles Schofield. Mrs. Albert O'Sullivan, Mary Robishaw. Iris Mrs. Mary Hudson and Mrs. Helen whitehill, Rosalie Halligan.
McKinley.
Janice Black, June
-----------------is a fascinating one, and really en ! p’.iqued with seed pearls. She car- MacPhail, Jr., Mrs. Dale Lindsey.! Vardavoulis. Charlene Whitehill, Grant, Adele Grossman, Margo
Don’t find fault about business
Mrs.
Newall
Hodgkins,
Mrs.
Richard
Thelma
Winslow.
tertaining—maybe you would like : ried a bouquet of Lilies of the ValGray, Joann Hudson. Linda Ladd, not being good, if you have failed
Paul, Mrs. Chester Mason, Mrs. j
a story about the hobby.
| ley and Stephanotis.
to use the advertising that builds
Judy Mosher.
Donald Reilly
Reilly and
and Miss
Miss Alfreda
Alfreda
Troop
One saleslady in Macy’s told me • Mrs. Rcoert Kane of Waldoboro
GOOD WEATHER
Leaders. Mrs. Flora Hary Mrs.
Janice McIntosh, Carol Rice, up business.
she doubted that I’d receive the ' was maid of honor. She wore a
The couple left by automobile for ! Ulllse TriP‘J’ Mrs’ Vivian Vinal Janet Ripley, Sandra Rogers, Judy
blouses I ordered mailed here—I gown of yellow nylon over satin.
If you want to win a reputation
For Our
a wedding trip of unannounced des- J cherr>' Brackett, Barbara Butnam. smith, Joanne St. Peter, Josephine
got the blouses o. k. “Long Valley” The bridesmaids were Miss Marcia tination. The bride traveled in a! Deborah Hary, Pamela Johnson, vasso.
for being on the square, choose
wisely those with whom you make
is The Address—the P. O. has no Stavely of Littleton . Mass.. Miss
gray silk Shantung suit and acces- Cynthia Karl, Gloria Kavanaugh, ,
Troop 8
trouble with us—as we are the only Marilyn Spear of Rockland and
the rounds.
sories with powder blue cape and Gloria Knight, Kathryn Kunesh
Recipients of awards in Troop 8
ones—but they have troubles galore Orono, Miss Carolyn Howard of
hat.
Sheryl Nickerson, Gloria O’Sullivan, which is led by Mrs. Walter Bars
Tip to motorists: Don’t push that
with the Lances the Beams, the Rockland and Bath and Mrs. Sher
The bride is a graduate of Rock- Carol Philbrook. Dianne Phillips, tow were: Suzanne Barstow, Judith law of averages too far when lt
Schwacklehammers, the Adlers, man Rider of Bangor. They wore
and the Alpaughs and several other gowns of aqua nylon over satin land High School and Centenary Donna Pitts, Harriet Richardson, Childs, Madonna Fogg. Mary Boyd. comes to taking chances on the
coming here and being the only They all carried baskets of nylon Junior College and attended Syra- Kathryn Small, Barbara Staples, (Lynn Duncan, Dorothy Naum, highway.
names. It has been nice for us and satin to match their gowns, cuse University and Penn State Raelene Stockwell, Darlene Suofilled with white snapdragons and College. She is a member of Sigma mela, Patricia Thomas, Sandra
"Johnsons.”
Tripp, Sheila Vinal, Nancy Young.
We had an easy Winter—very baby's breath. Jennifer Barbour Kappa Sorority.
Famous Makes In These Wonderful
Mr Baker is a graduate of Sharon
Troop 5
easy—no power shortages, no bad of South Portland was flower girl
'Penn.)
High
School
and
a
Senior
Leaders.
Mrs.
Doris Sleeper, and
She
wore
a
gown
of
white
storms!
Wish
each
Winter
could
All-Purpose Useful Coats.
John P at Penn State College. He is a Mrs Florence Segal. Barbara Bohn,
be as easy as this one was! “Spring embroidered organdy.
A Good Variety of Materials.
comes laughing down the valley, Barbour of Portsmouth, N. H. member of Kappa Sigma Frater- Mary Bird, Alice Cole, Genie Dow,
—
all in white, from the snow where wearing a white suit, acted as ring nity.
Cold Storage—Call 541
Out of town guests were: Mr. and and Mrs. Carl Copeland, Waterthe Winter’s armies rally loth to go. bearer.
Milton Eisenhower. Jr., served as Mrs. Neil Doyle. Thomaston. Conn.; town, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. C. Po- j
Beauty white her garments shower
on the world where they oass— best man and the ushers were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Decker, Mr letti, Quincy, Mass., Mrs. S. B. i
GERANIUMS
PEONIES
Dogwood hedges, trees in flower, Charles W. Probst, L. George and Mrs. N, W. Barbour, Mr. and Coid, Deer Isle, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. |
violets in the glass.’’—from New Wargo. John Ghost and John Scott Mrs. I. G. Barbour. Portland, Miss Barbour. Portsmouth, N. H.. Mr.
GLADIOLI
FUSCHIA
16 SCHOOL ST..
TEL. 641,
ROCKLAND, ME.
all classmates and
fraternity Anna Bullard, Rhode Island, Mrs and Mrs. Archie Baker, Sharon,
Life, by A. J. Burr
Fred Green, Dorchester, Mass., Mr. Penn., Mr. and Mrs. Walter Emer
Lewis H. Johnson.
IRIS
CARNATIONS
son. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Emerson, i
HAVE YOUR
This country would be much bet
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John Seavey, Mr.
RUSTIC BASKETS
ter off if we had more voting ma
and Mrs. Carroll McGilvery of Lew
TULIPS
chines and fewer political ma
iston, Mrs. Alden Merrill, Augusta,
LADIES! — BARGAINS!!
FEVERFEW AND OTHER CHOICE FLOWERS
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins,
chines.
FOR
MEMORIAL
DAY
Union, Mrs. Elva Teel, Vinalhaven,!
at
PLANTS FOR YOUR SELECTION
Mixed Colors
Controls are government’s mani
Installed
Richard Paul, Waldoboro, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Green. Freeport, Miss
festation of the power we have
by
$1.00 per doz.
Helen Hutz, Oakland, N. J., D. W.
forfeited to it.
Burpee
Chamblin, New Haven, Conn., Miss
TELEPHONE 318 W
Furniture
Peggy Hume, St. Louis, Mo, Mrs.
As a rule when a man begins
CAMDEN
F. L. BROWN
Henry Mirgurett, Dunkirk, N. Y.,
looking for trouble he over-esti
Co.
3 ELM ST.
THOMASTON
Mrs. Nina Coid, Deer Isle, Dr. and
WHILE THEY LAST
mates his capacity. .
361 Main St.
TEL. 37
Mrs.
C. R. Moss, Thomaston, Mr.
Rockland,
63-64
Discontinued Numbers Famous Brands
and Mrs. Leo Strong, Camden.
Just received at Burdell's Dres:
Maine
Shop. Women’s Cotton Dresses, j
Warners' LeGant
TEL. 1520
sizes 13!4 to 24L4. Priced $896 and j
55-T&S-84
$15. GIRDLES
$10.75.
64-lt j

All Weather
TOP COATS

Memorial Day Flowers

Lucien K. Green & Son

SILSBY'S FLOWER SHOP

ACHORN’S

“Stay-Up-Top”
Sizes 27 to 36

ONLY

Senter- Crane’s

CQ HA
«|>O*VV

P. N. Practical Front
xz-

$15. COMFOLETTES
Sizes 36 to 46

ONLY

ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 31

$8.00

A STORE-WIDE SALE WITH ONCE-A-YEAR BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

Choice Of Other Famous

THIS WEEK ONLY!

AA

CASH ONLY!

“SHOP CAMDEN EACH WEEK”
— SHOP AT ACHORN'S —
ESTABLISHED 1890—Our 62nd Year

Famous Al Capp Characters on
DOGPATCH DENIMS

!

Brands of GIRDLES
Discontinued Numbers
Including Rengo-Smoothies
dp
and Twinflex
AT ONLY

26th Anniversary Sale

The Charm of an Individual
ized New Hair-Do. See how it
highlights your personality,
your way of living . . . esespecially flatters your facial
contours. Come in today.

vz
For expert grooming service,

visit our shop where satisfac
tion comes first.

Permanents, $5. to $15.
GILBERT'S
BEAUTY SALON

KNIGHT'S
I

BARBER SHOP

Helen Oidis Knight, Prop.
Roger Knight, Prop.
TEL. 142
I
375 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND 477 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Man-Tailored, Mix'n Match
Sanforized, Sizes 10 to 20
DAISY MAE SHORTS,
LI’L ABNER PEDAL PUSHERS,
WOLF GAL PLAY SUIT,
YOKUM OVERALLS,
SHMOO JACKETS,
DAISY MAE BLOUSES,

$1.98
2.98
2.98
3.98
3.98
1.98

BARK CLOTH DRAPERIES
Expensive Looking, Textured Fabric.
42” Wide, 81” Long, each side. REG. 5.98
Almond Green, Hunter Green, Rose, Wine.

$4.59
FULL ASSORTMENT

‘Memorial Wreaths and Baskets
$1.29 up

Pape Elflffl

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ANNUAL MAY PROCESSION HELD AT ST. BERNARD’S CHURCH

1
ii - *•>

cIfl

I

1

Photo by Cullen
I Gac, Mary Carr, Joyce Groder, Re- .
' gina Hyland, Algie Mazzeo, Joan r
Children Of the Parish Participated In Mazzeo, Flavilla Billings, Anne
i Coughlin, Pauline Tldd, Barbara
Colorful Event Directed By Franciscan i Bohn, Kathleen Harv ey
i Socialists were: Joan St. Peter,
Sisters Of The Atonement Sunday
E. A. Stover Talks To the Mt. Pleasant
Mary St Peter, Mary Grispi, Dor
othy Molloy. Rose Flanagan, MarGrangers On Roads and Cement
| garet Robishaw, Barbara Brazier,
6t Bernard's Church was a scene dren by the Franciscan Sisters of Betty Ann Paclflcl, Diane Valenta,
of beauty. Sunday afternoon when the Atonement.
Dorinda Coughlin, Phyllis Tldd and
"There are but two types of high Thomaston, which is so vital to the children of the parish paid
Participating In the procession Helen Tidd.
ways, the 'earner' and the 'spender' Knox county’s economy, happens to honor to our Blessed Mother, with were the following altar boys; Fred
Pages were,
Robert Learned,
Robinson, Charles Carr, Carol Fair- Oeorge Oherardl,
John Falrroads ar.d, when the ratio is top- be the only New England producer the annual May Procession.
of "air-entrained" Portland cement,
Miss Carol Kent was May Queen weather, Joseph Gallant, Calvin i weather, Randall Billings, Albert
heavy in favor of the spender' Stover pointed out.
and Miss June Gardi and Miss Beal, John Melquist. Paul Coakley, Gardner, Michael Coakley, James
roads, we are faced with highway
“The U. S. Route 1 cutoff at Margaret Grispi her attendants, all Robert Anderson, Charles Cross, Lombardo, Basil O'Connor
bankruptcy," the members of Mt
j Joseph Anastasia, Bradley RobinPortland was built of this ma colorfully gowned.
Serving as flower girls for the
Pleasant Grange, West Rockport,
terial," the speaker added, “which
The procession was led by the ; son. Charles Fairweather, Danford Queen's Court were Rosemary Fitzwere told Monday night.
promises to give Maine a 50-year altar boys, clothed ln red and white Post.
gerald, Marilyn Bohn and Mary El- ’
"That is why." said E A Stover,
In the first communion group I len Coakley.
highway
pavement—with
little and carrying lighted candles, fol
public relations representative of
maintenance costs—or double the lowed by the first communion were Joan Gherardi, Mary Robi
the Portland Cement Association,
average life of Maine highways class, the Sodality of Our Lady of shaw, Mary Fairweather, Teresa
"Maine has launched a seven-year
built in the past."
Escorsio, Karen ; A Good Many Pies
Lourdes, the Sunday School chil Mazzeo. Carol
$100 million accelerated highway
A sound and color film of the dren, the Queen's Court, with lit Duff, Wayne Labonte, Wayne Rob- |
program; in hopes of reducing
The New England Council says
Pennsylvania Turnpike was shown tle Anita Plourde carrying the mond, Charles Dorgan. Harold Sim- i
heavy maintenance costs on 1600
that
Maine factories have been
Concerning the part played by crown, and page boys bearing her mons, Robert Gatchell, William I
miles of the state's trunk high
the Thomaston cement plant in the train.
Gatchell, Glenn Weiss, Jean Kaler. ’ awarded ten government blueberry
ways."
local, county and state economy, it
Preceding the crowning of Our David Reed, Thomas Miller and contracts to can enough berries to
A road earns or loses money in
make two and one-half million pies.
was brought out:
Lady, Miss Margaret Grispi read Clifford Labonte.
direct proportion to the traffic it
Other children of the parish par The contracts total $508,275.
The firm has a three-quarter the .Act of Consecration, after
bears but, the extent of its earn
Meanwhile the state agriculture
million payroll; pays one-third of which the children's choir sang ticipating were: Charlotte Billings,
ings, or losses, is contingent on its
the entire real estate tax of Thom- j "Mother Beloved. '
Joan Grispi, Marie Gardner, Joan department reported that growers
life-span and accompanying main
nation's leading
aston; purchases goods and services
The ceremony closed with Bene Hurtibise, Judith Learned, Elaine in Maine—the
tenance costs, said the speaker.
1 locally to the extent of $90,000, has diction ol the Most Blessed Sacra Learned, Corrine Simmons, Karen blueberry state—packed 28,640961
"This simple, economic conclu
, pounds of berries last year, almost
an annual freight bill of one and ment.
Thompson.
sion explains why $240,750,000 was
a half million with a nearly quarThe excellence of the procession
Elaine Thompson, Frances Turn- ' doubling the figure for the 1950
invested ln the 327-mile Port
season.
J
land cement-concrete Pennsylvania ’ ter of a million annual power bill reflected the training of the chil bull, Jacqueline Rapose, Patricia
-----------------------------

•

A HOT TIME IN TEXAS
Police May Have To Quell Election RiotRival Delegations Likely
Mineral Weils. Tex.—Republican
backers of Oen. Eisenhower lost a
legal fight In the State Supreme
Court to the forces of Senator Taft
As a resut, it seems likely that
Texns will send two Republican
delegations to the National Con
vention in Chicago in July, both
claiming the right to be seated
The Eisenhower supporters had
argued ln the Supreme Court that
the Taft men would try to substi
tute enough "bogus" delegations
from big counties to override ar.
Eisenhower majority. The court
was asked to order the Secretary
of State to certify only those dele
gations elected by a majority
Taft supporters had walked out of
precinct, and county conventions
earlier this month whenever out
voted by the Eisenhower people
The Secretary of State said he
would certify both lists in cases of
contest and let the Republican
executive committee decide which
would be seated. The court upheld
him
Thousands of Eisenhower backers,
allege that the close-knit Republi
can machine will try to steal Tues

day's State convention for Taft,
and are organizing a protest
marcli on this normally quiet little
resort town. Leaders of both fac
tions are becoming apprehensive.
They fear that a physical struggle
for control of the convention hall
may oe touched off by a hothead
Incident.
Civic leaders are considering a
cal! for police re-lnforcements from
other towns and from State police
The Palo Pinto County sheriff's
posse, a volunteer organization, has
offered its services in helping to
handle the crowd
Eisenhower supporters held a
mass meeting on a hillside near
Dallas to plan a protest march on
Mineral Wells. Fifty thousand
protesting Eisenhower supporters,
traveling in motor caravans and
taking their own food and drink
ing water, is the goal.
Originally, Mineral Wells had
planned for a convention of 1009
persons at most. The town has
only tiwo large hotels.
Republican State conventions
formerly were so small that they
usually were held in hotel dining
rooms

Rulings Of O.P.S.

It Opens June 7

Relating To Beef Cuts, Cer “My Only Love" Will Be
tain Vegetables, Fruits,
Lakewood Theatre’s First
Attraction
and Potatoes
OPS naw requires retail meat
markets to show Che name of each
cut of beef and the selling price
per pound when placed on display.
Julian W. Davis. Maine District
OPS meat control officer, said this
amendment to the retail beef cell
ing price regulation ls effective
May 28 The action was taken to
prevent evasion and to give the
consumer increased protection.
A slight increase in markups for
food wholesalers on sales of cer
tain oanned fruits and vegetables
has been announced The higher
markups aipply to canned fruit
cocktails, pineapple, peaches and
pears, and to corn, green beans, to
matoes and tomato Juice The in
creases were permitted because the
wholesalers had been Showing
markedly lower earnings
More than 50 potato dealers
throughout the country have been
piled in injuctive actions for al
leged over-ceiling sales. The cases
have been filed in U. S District
Courts by the Department of Jus
tice on behalf of OPS Alleged vio
lators are located in 11 States, with
six of the last nine filed, being en
tered in the Cleveland District
Court.
OPS has announced a rollback
of 2 to IT cents a pound in the re
tail ceiling prices of whole sir
loin beef purchased for freezer
units. The new ceilings range from
82 to 86 cents a pound. The price
reduction reflects lower wholesale
ceilings.
Read The Courier-Gazette
GOING TO

Grant Mills, managing director,
announces that Lakewood will open
for its 52d season on Saturday,
June 7. At the same time the
Lakewood Theatre will give the
first performance of "My Only
Love."
the popular
romantic
comedy, which will be the initial
bill of the Summer.
Mail orders are now being re
ceived for the season and may be
sent to Mildred Fogg. Lakewood
Theatre There will be Saturday
matinees through June, and Wed
nesday and Saturday matinees dur
ing July and August, with the first
Wednesday matinee July 2
Henry Richards, whose fine di
rection last Summer, helped to give
the Lakewood Theatre its most
successful season, is returning for
another year Because last year's
company was the most popular of
any in the last decade. Mr Rich
ards has signed contracts with such
former members as are available
and among those returning will be
Skedge Miller. Velma Roy ton. Eu
gene Stuckmar.n and Bill Story.
Another returning member of the
cast will be Paula Houston, who
was much liked by audiences dur
ing the seasons of 1949 and I960
“My Only Love." written by Mar
garet Hill and Ted Ritter, who has
been highly popular and is the story
of a couple separated by the war
who meet again in New York, but
neither one certain of the other's
identity.

So long as Communism exists
we cannot afford to relax, it is
the duty of every American to keep
the defense effort rolling—the only
way to insure our freedom.

Chrysler "Eights"
Showed Gain Of 89 Percent
Over First Quarter Of
Last Year

IWO TYPES OF HIGHWAYS

Complete registration figures for
first quarter of 1952, complied by
R. L Polk and Company for all 48
States and the District of Colum
bia, attest the growing popularity
of Chrysler cars equipped with the
Fire Power V-3 engine. In the field
designated by R L. Polk as Group
4, covering the higher priced cars,
Chrysler eights showed a gain of
80 percent over the corresponding
quarter of 1951.
Only one other make car ln this
group, one whose production is
considerably less than that ol
Chrysler eights, showed any gain
at all and this of but four percent.
The three other makes in the group
showed losses of 33. 51 and 77 per
cent respectively.
The tremendous gain registered
for Chrysler is al! the more remark
able when considered in the light of
the fact that the industry as a
whole showed a loss of approxi-1
mately 35 percent in the first
quarter of this year as against the
corresponding period in 1951.
In this connection, it is noted
that in the month of April, 1962, j Turnpike—the greatest stretch of
|
61 percent of Chrysler's factory- highway ever built," said Stover
shipments were cars powered by
The discovery of "air-entrained
the V-8 engine.
Portland cement, a feature that
now makes concrete highways re
sistant to the freezing-thawing
cycles in cold-weather states, af
fords a powerful ally ln the halfCentral Maine Gossip As century search for a highway pave
Detailed By Russell
ment that will meet the relentless
demands of the automotive indus
Richardson
try, the speaker explained.
Ken Mignault our ace salesman
The $15 million dollar plant at
in the Rockland District, was on
vacation the week of March 10. He nard Jameson, who is working in
and the Mrs motored to Boston the Portland District.
for a few days.
Some of our boys are entering
The Rockland office and store politics At a town meeting held at
has been newly painted.
Rockport. Lamont Roberts was
“Skop" Marston was with us a elected to the budget committee.
short time on one of his official
The Meter Department ls in the
visits. We are always very pleased process of building a new test
to see "Skip" as he is one of the old bench for thiee phase test condi
gang, starting with CMP Co. at tions. It will take care of 240 volt,
Rockland close to 33 years ago.
three wire, three phase—120 volt,
Carroll Merrill, division service three wire, three phase and 120
foreman and Lyford Ames, com volt four wire, three phase and j
mercial salesman attended Gener will be equipped with many other
al Electric commercial meeting at gadgets. The blue print was drawn
Portland.
by Murray Whalen; Robie Ames
Ruth McBride attended a home was boss cabinet maker, assisted by
sendee meeting at Portland.
' Milt" RoUins as carpenter and
"Dick" Kaler son of Elmer Kaler electrician, plus the help of several
of the Delivery Department, arrived other boys of the Meter Depart
home on March 17, after spending ment. When it is completed. Rock
over a year in Korea He is on a land wUI have one of the best
30-day furlough, after which he equipped Meter Departments in,
will be stationed in the States.
the entire Company.
John LaCrosse of the Line De
Ruth McBride held a home de
partment has been passing around monstration meeting for the bene
cigars recently. The reason he be fit of the Women's Club at Warren.
came the proud father of a babyWe are slowly finding out that we
daughter. Kathryn Helen.
have some musical talent among
Ruth McBride, member of the our girls at the office. Lorraine
Rockland BPW.. was named as Perry, our cashier, appeared in a
an advisor to “Your Own Business St. Patrick's play at a local church
Clinic" of the Maine Federation, and danced the Irish jig; swell job ,
held in Bangor, April 19
too! Joyce Barnes, our new secre- j
Robert Anderson spent
the tary, took a part in a minstrel
month of February at the CMP Co. show at Tenant’s Harbor Many of
Water street, Augusta, Continuing us attended.
Property Records Department.
John Kennedy of the Line De
It is odd that the man who sits
partment is temporarily staking without thinking is the one most
pole lines in the absence of Ber- likely to say what he thinks.

From "The Exciter"

Completely Modernized ond Redecorated

And Pay as Little as

HIGH-TEST

Now stepped up to its all-time
high in anti-knock quality
Made to give you:

Anti-knock Performance

Long, Economical Mileage

MAKE US PROVE IT!
Run your gasoline tank as empty

as possible of the gasoline you now

have in it. Then fill up with this
powerful new Blue Sunoco (or at

Smooth, Effortless Driving
Still saves you up to 2< a gallon over
premium-priced gasolines

least 10 gallons). Then test your

You’ll see what we mean when we

say that it’s the finest gasoline in

the 25jear history of Blue Sunoco.

•“Yes” promptly to 4 out of
5 men and women—married or
si ngle. Cash loans for worthy
purposes. Phone for 1-visit loan
. . . write ... or come in today!

Sepoy
Monthly

Now...A Great New
Above payments cover
everything!
Loans of other amounts, or for other
periods, ore in proportion.
Me.

FINANCE CO.
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Rhone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YES MANager

UXINGTON AVI 1
at SOth Street j

Blue Sunoco’s 25 year history!

car under any familiar conditions.

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
• Garage facilities available
• Airport bus stops at our door
• Grand Central and Pennsylvania
Stations are convenient

Your greatest gasoline buy in

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

Lm*(

meat it residents of ell setfeundinf towns

•

Smell Lean Statute Licenta Ro. 35

Gasoline Value!

A

